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•
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•

Election of Officers

•

A.O.B.

Standing Orders
1.

The proposer of a motion or an amendment thereof may speak for three minutes

2.

A member speaking on a motion or an amendment may not exceed three minutes

3.

The proposer of a motion or an amendment may speak for a second time for five minutes before a vote is
taken. No other member may speak a second time

4.

The Chairman decides on when to call on a proposer to reply after which a vote must be taken

5.

A member may, with the consent of the Chairman, move that a motion be now put after which, when the 		
proposer has spoken, a vote must be taken
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SECRETARY’S REPORT
Secretary Report 2021 - Gerry Watchorn
maintaining this facility where we recently got new bulbs
fitted to bring it back to full operation.  In reviewing pitch
usage DLR suggested a swap of our pitch five near the dog
run for the soccer pitch which is in front of our entrance to
the park. The executive discussed the proposal and had
the pitch committee review and survey the facilities. The
result was a proposal from Ballinteer St Johns to realign the
pitches and move the goalposts increasing and improving
our pitches. The executive approved and DLR accepted
the proposal for which we will share costs. Thanks to Enda
Nolan, Darren Hedden and all who contributed to the
project.

2021 has been another challenging year for all of us. As we
left 2020, we had hopes for a return to normal activities,
but that hope was short lived and in December 2020 we
like so many other clubs in GAA and other associations
had our first incorporeal AGM in our forty year history as set
out in the GAA guidelines.
In spite of the cancellation of play and the clubhouse
closing in line with health restrictions the work of the
executive continued throughout the year. At first through
Zoom meetings and later when restrictions were lifted we
met in person utilising the function room to cater for social
distancing. We have had eleven full executive meetings
since the AGM and many sub meetings to deal with issues
as they arose.

The executive reviewed and approved lights for the
Good Shepherd pitch which are proving a great success
this year. A motion to have Camogie and LGFA played
on alternative weeks was reviewed and passed by the
executive and the motion was passed at County level.
The usual problem of conflicting fixtures between both
the Camogie Board and Ladies Football Board continues
to persist at Adult level. The feedback from coaches and
players to this has been overwhelmingly positive and has
ensured a ‘player centred approach’

With close to four thousand members, we are now among
the largest clubs in Country which is phenomenal growth
in the short years of the clubs existence. It must be a great
source of pride to our founder members to reflect back on
what has grown from their first efforts.
The executive have a set agenda each Month and review
Registrations, child welfare, treasurer updates Health and
Wellbeing, Bar, and team updates. In addition, we review
and address many other issues that arise throughout the
year. Health and wellbeing was a major concern during
the start of the year as many players and children were
missing the outlet of sport so on-line training was initiated
in line with child protection policy. Mental health was also
a major concern during the start of the year and the club
comms committee continued to reach out throughout
lockdown to maintain contact with teams and players
through news updates, advice and information.

The Health Committee was established at the start of
Covid thinking it would be a temporary role, but this has
proved to be much more and they continue to monitor
all Covid related issues for us. At the return to play we had
4300 Covid questionnaires completed in one week.
Our shop continued to trade throughout the lockdown
with an appointment system and is now back open again
and is really well supported. Thanks to Barbara, Anne and
the team for all their efforts and remember the club shop is
a great place for your Christmas shopping too.
Big thanks to Donal Gormley our GPO who has moved on
to a new career in education. Donal has been a great
GPO and continues to assist us in the nursery. Unfortunately.
due to a ban on recruitment by the County board we are
without a GPO at present.

Garda vetting and safeguarding courses continued
throughout the lockdown and at every executive meeting
our child protection officer updates the executive on child
protection updates. Temporary safeguarding course was
made available on-line but has a limited time scale so
please check and update if necessary.

In the nursery we need volunteers to help and assist we
have a cycle for senior players to assist with training, but
more help needed. This year the executive approved
purchase of new agility equipment for the nursery.
We have had a roller coaster time with the bar being
opened closed and partially reopened again. In February
we had the bar repainted and new carpet fitted in the
hope that we would be returning soon but it was not to
be. Restrictions and staffing availability are having a
devastating effect on the industry and we in BSJ are no
exception. Since our limited reopening on Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, Sunday we have had great support from teams
who held their team nights in the bar. We have also had a
number of functions but for now all functions will be limited

On facilities the pitch committee had to put a plan in
place to ensure safe return with social distancing prior
to return to play. The pride of 2020 our number two pitch
suffered badly over the winter with drainage issues and
the goalmouths had deteriorated rapidly through overuse
by individuals using the pitches while we were not allowed
due to restrictions. DLR were made aware of the situation
and resulted in remedial work being undertaken and both
goalmouths being resodded. The club purchased goal
guards to protect the goalmouths and while it meant that
the pitch was again out of use the result was a success
and the pitch is in perfect order today. On the All-weather
Pitch Jim Devereaux does a fantastic job in managing and
3

to team nights.

McIntyre and Peter O’Shea competed in Division 2 and
were competitive in all their league games.

I cannot mention the bar without mentioning our dear
friend and Colleague Dermot Lee who died this November.
As licencee for the club I worked closely with Dermot
on many of the issues related to the bar and on the bar
committee. Dermot had a great sense of humour and
was a true professional in his work. He brought a wealth
of knowledge and experience to Ballinteer St Johns and
shared it willingly. The number of our young people that
he trained in the club is testament to his dedication to the
club and his career. Ar Dheis De go raimh a anam.

Hurling
With a delayed start to the season the league comprised
of 5 games with tough matches. We had a challenging
run in the Senior A championship that left us in a relegation
playoff with Setanta which we won on a 2-19 to 2-17 score
line. Thanks to the players and support team including
our Physio Brian O Rourke and cameraman Ronan Kelly
for all their efforts and commitment during the year and
the club for all the support for the team. The intermediate
hurlers won their first league match after promotion and
will play intermediate league again next season. In a
highly competitive Junior A championship group 2 teams
finished on 2 points after we beat Cuala in the 3rd round
robin match, but we lost out on the head to head and
ended up in a relegation playoff instead of progressing
to quarter finals. A victory in the playoff against Faughs
maintains our Junior A status for next year. The Junior
hurlers had a great year with great numbers for training
and matches with a number of new players transferring
into the club. We would like to thank the players for all their
efforts and commitment during the year. Our Minor hurlers
had huge success winning their 2020 championship final in
2021 and as we go to print both our 2021 A and B teams
are contesting the 2021 championship finals. Our Under
21 team are contesting their semi-final in the A hurling
championship.

The club draw was our biggest fundraiser this year with the
Marley concerts being cancelled. The draw was very well
supported by all, thanks to all for their efforts to achieve
such a successful result. Thanks to all our sponsors and in
particular Cosgrave Developments for their continued
support and sponsorship throughout the years and in their
recent donation to the club in October. The clothes bins
have been a huge success thanks to Kieran Brennan and
all who continue to use the bins they are a great source of
revenue for the club and a third bin has now been added
to cater for demand. Our Lotto is back in operation on
Thursday night so please support online if possible and
thanks to the lotto volunteers who make this happen. Bingo
resumed in November socially distanced and ventilated
and thanks to the Bingo volunteers. Bingo is a great source
of revenue for the club.
ON THE FIELD.

LGFA

Camogie

Ladies football in Ballinteer St. Johns had a very successful
year in 2021. The number of players registered with the
club increased from 553 to 626 in 2021. Twenty-two teams
were entered in Go games (u-8 to u-12), eleven teams
in Juvenile competitions and two teams were entered
at adult level. We hope to field three adult teams in the
coming season.

We have large numbers coming through our Juvenile
section and the retention of players feeding into the Adult
section. The transition of players from juvenile to adult
playing ranks continues to pose some challenges but we
have made good progress on implementing improved
procedures for this in 2021 which should be of benefit in
2022 on onwards. Many thanks to our Secretary Lorna
Doran and County Board Delegates, Conor Dolan and
John Wall for their hard work at County level on behalf of
our teams.

Managers and mentors at every level have worked hard
throughout the season to ensure the players develop the
necessary skills and enjoy their football. We would like to
thank them for their effort and enthusiasm. Individual team
reports are available elsewhere in the booklet

Our CCC1 section is thriving. U13 winning Div 2 unbeaten.
The A team and B team both promoted. U14 claimed
Championship silverware winning the Div 6 Shield. The A
team, led by John Wall, were promoted and competitive
in Div 1 league and Championship. U15 fielded 2 teams this
year securing a place in Championship semi-finals. U16 led
by John O’Connor fielded 1 team in D2. Particular thanks
to John, who has mentored the girls throughout their years
in the Juvenile section, as they now move into the Minor/
Adult section. This year we are entering two Minor teams in
Championship at Div 2&6.  We fielded three Junior teams
in League Cup and Championship. The players especially
the younger ones were outstanding on the pitch and
their enthusiasm keeps us confident for the future of adult
camogie in the club. Thanks to our Junior mentors, Tony
Dillon, Sue Markey, Neil Leslie, Shane Adderley, Colm O’
Callaghan, Kathy Cullen, Jim Hynan and Jim Holland.
The senior team, managed by Dafra Taafe with Siobhan

Football
The Adult Football season like in the other codes was a
shortened one with the Leagues split between North and
South. The Seniors after a poor start picked up 5 points from
their last three games. The Intermediate team playing in
Division 4 for the first time won 4 of their 7 games. The Jun
A team were competitive in their league. The Jun B team
struggled greatly having moved up 3 divisions while the
Jun C Team fielding for the first time finished a credible mid
table in Div11.
In the Championship the Seniors retained their A
championship status in what was a very strong grouping.
The Intermediate team playing in the Jun 1 Championship
got to the QTR Final. The Jun 1 team just lost out on a QTR
4

position while the Jun B team were graded way above
their standard and struggled. The Jun C team got to the
QTR Final of their Championship. Our under 21 team had a
great start to their campaign with an impressive win over
Ballymun which sees them progressing to their quarter final.
Our 2020 Minor A team gave us a thrilling campaign that
eventually ended in the A championship final in Parnell Park
in 2021having had the 2020 final cancelled days before
the appointed date. The on off campaign due to Covid
was always going to have an effect and unfortunately the
lads ended as runners up. However, the campaign and
spirit by the team was a great source of pride to the club
which was evident in the huge support in Parnell park on
the night of the final.  
Full detailed reports on all teams are available in this
yearbook.

this year. Our club chairman Darren works tirelessly and
is always on hand and everywhere working on behalf of
the club on and off the field. Special thanks to Cian Duffy
for his legal support Denis Ward Paul McGrath for his work
on fire certification Tom McCabe Tom Murphy and all
those who work maintain the clubhouse Terry Frank Mark
Kieran and Peter Byrne and many more volunteers that
work away in the background putting their shoulder to the
wheel when required asking not what the club can do for
them but “what can we do for the club”.
I had every confidence that 2021 would see us leave
the pandemic behind us but as we enter 2022 I can just
ask that we all stay safe and stay positive. We have had
a great year despite the trials we faced, and we will
continue to thrive in to the future.
Gerry Watchorn
Runai Naomh Eoin Baile
an Tsaoir
November 2021

In July we were proud to have Michelle Carey Represent
Ireland in the Tokyo Olympics as part of the Irish women’s
soccer team. Orlagh Nolan, won an All-Star award for
her performances for the Dublin senior ladies team in the
past year. Huge congratulations to Orlagh who has made
everyone in the club very proud of her achievements.
Dara Kennedy was selected for the Dublin Minor hurling
team. Ian O Heithir, Tom Aherne Seamus Fenton were
selected for Dublin under 20 team. Mathew Gardiner Mark
McNally and John Clair were selected for Dublin Minor
Football team. Ben Millist and Jack Lundy made the Dublin
under 20 Football team. Lauren Burke and Hazel Grady
starred in Under 16 Dublin Camogie team all-Ireland Final
and Rachel Dolan (Intermediates) and Ellie Doran (Minors)
on Dublin Camogie teams.
We continued our tradition of charity in the club despite
Covid and in April our darkness in to light in aid of Pieta
house was well supported. In May Our Senior Hurlers
staged a hurlathon to raise funds for our All-stars team.
The one message I must impress upon all is the need for
volunteers throughout the club and at all levels on all
committees. We can provide training where necessary,
but we need people to volunteer throughout the club.
We need referees, the referee situation is at crisis level
in the County and clubs may be asked to have at least
one referee for every two teams. Training is given for all
referees and Ballinteer St Johns have offered to host
training courses.
As 2021 draws to a close we can again reflect with great
pride. I am proud to say that the club members and
executive and all committee members worked so hard
to bring us through this trying time. Thanks to all of them
and in particular those members of the executive that
are stepping away this year. Elaine Dolan has served
on the executive for many years and in many roles and
now is moving on to the County Board. Eamonn Hession
former secretary Mary Devereaux registrar and former
secretary, Niall Joye Vice Chairman and Sue Markey our
child protection officer leaves a full team in place and
continues to volunteer for Camogie. Eamonn Coleman
is also stepping down from the executive, Eamonn is a
founder member of the club, and it is a great to see that
forty years later Eamonn is still volunteering and making
himself available as are all those who are stepping down
5

CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS
Darren Chambers - Ballinteer St Johns @ 40
What has been built here, has been secured not by good
fortune, but by the countless hours of hard work by our
many volunteers. Whether it is on pitches, coaching our
teams, or working on committees in the background,
volunteers are the backbone of our club.
Like in any village or town around the country, there are
always things to be done around here. This year, we have
seen a need for more volunteers than ever, with Covid
administration work, RTP checks, and of course with the
continued growth of the juvenile teams in particular,
many hands were needed. Volunteerism is a part of the
great GAA tradition, and we need still more people to join
in and help us continue to grow and thrive.
The pandemic has impacted some of our team of
volunteers more than others and some key people have
needed to step back. Now I’m asking everyone here
to consider stepping forward! Whatever your skillset,
whatever your experience, we will find a meaningful &
worthwhile role for you. Come talk to any member of the
Executive here tonight if you think you have something
to offer. I’d like to highlight particularly some of the
centralised committees which are looking for a wide
range of experience. The Yearbook is a great reference
to some of the work we undertake.
As Secretary, Gerry Watchorn has provided a
comprehensive summary of the year and all that
happened. Here is a month-by-month breakdown of
some of what I believe to be the many highlights from the
year past (greatly informed by my social media posts!)

As we commence celebrations for our club’s 40th
anniversary next year, I want to acknowledge the
tremendous vison, determination and hard work of the
brilliant people who founded our wonderful club. The
legacy of what was started back in 1982 is little short of
stunning. Today we are a community boasting over 3,740
members, that’s equal to the population of Mitchelstown!
Our club is bigger than most of the villages & towns around
Ireland. Ballinteer St Johns at 40 is a strong vibrant heartbeat
of the community. Everyone from any background or
ability is welcome here. Ballinteer St Johns at 40 is really
something to be proud of. Our fantastic facilities – from
our wonderful clubhouse we are all meeting in tonight
to our All-Weather Pitch and our facilities in Marlay Park,
Broadford, and Loreto - are to be envied.

January

February

March

The national lockdown unfortunately
meant none of our teams could
resume training or matches.

BSJ volunteers continue serving
our local community by delivering
groceries to local people

Play remains suspended through
March although teams continue to
stay active through creative and
entertaining means

• Our clubhouse remained closed
however several club volunteers
used the opportunity to repaint
and refurbish the bar and
function room.
• As the covid crisis gripped
the country many of our BSJ
members were working on the
frontline of our health service. To
them and their colleagues we
are eternally grateful.
• The GAA announce no training
will commence until Easter at the
earliest.

• Lidl commences its
#serioussupport campaign for
LGFA raising €4,000.
• GAA president Larry McCarthy
(brother of BSJ’s Una Carey) is
elected.
• Pitch 2 in Marlay is closed as
urgent repair works are required.
• After a 9 week break our schools
reopen at the end of February
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• BSJ’s Niamh & Michelle Carey
star for the Ireland Hockey team
that defeated Great Britain.
• To celebrate Seachtain na
Gaeilge a fantastic online seisún
la cheile is performed by BSJ
members online on St Patricks
Day.
• No training leaves time to work
on a refreshed BSJ website which
is rolled out. Massive thanks to
Mairead Scanlon for her work on
this.

April

May

June

The New Normal beings

On 7th May adult training on a noncontact basis resumes

Challenge games and competitive
league games resume for both
adults and juveniles.

• On 26th April after a break of
134 days non-contact training
resumes for juvenile players. Our
“welcome back all” banner
proudly flies over the clubhouse
as teams return to Marlay Park.
• Excitement is palpable among
players, mentors, parents and
the wider community as training
recommences.

• BOI Payment Acceptance
announces a 2-year extension
to their sponsorship of our Senior
Ladies Football team.
• Inter-County league activity
resumes with BSJ’s Orlagh Nolan
playing a starring role for Dublin.
• BSJ Senior Hurlers team up with
our All Stars to host a fundraiser in
Marlay Park scoring 5,000 points
in less than 5 hours!

• Lights are erected in Good
Shepard NS to allow for winter
evening training. Huge thanks
to BSJ’s Tommy Keogan for
arranging this.
• Dublin U20 hurlers win the
delayed 2020 Leinster
Championship with victory over
Galway. BSJ’s Iain O Heithir,
Seamus Fenton and Tom Aherne
are all on the victorious panel.
• Wicklow secure Division 3 status
for 2022. Coached by BSJ’s Gary
Jameson the side also features
club stalwarts Nicky & Dave
Deveraux.

July

August

September

We commence BSJ person of the
month sponsored by SKON award
with Sue McDonnell and Barry
Judge announced as our first
deserving recipients.

Our Minor Hurlers secure victory in
the delayed 2020 B Championship
final with a fantastic victory over
St Brigid’s on a wonderful night in
Parnell Park.

Orlagh Nolan starts for Dublin in the
All Ireland Final and later receives
an All-Star nomination for her
fantastic performances throughout
the season. Unfortunately, in the
final Dublin lose out to a wonderful
Meath team.

• Lisney BSJ summer camps
commence with 5 held in total.
Thank you to all those who
took part and all our wonderful
coaches and helpers.
• Dublin loses out to Offaly in the
Leinster U20 football final with
BSJ’s Jack Lundy and Ben Millist
part of the panel.
• Dublin Minor footballers reach
the Leinster finals with BSJ’s Mark
McNally, Matthew Gardiner and
John Clair all playing starting
roles.
• The Olympics get under way in
Tokyo with BSJ represented with
Michelle Carey starring on the
Ireland Hockey team and David
Gillick, Clare McNamara and
Gary Moran doing a great job
reporting on all the action.

• One week later our Minor
footballers lose out in a club
first Minor A football final to
Ballyboden St Enda’s.
• After almost 9 months closed our
clubhouse bar reopens.
• Junior B Camogie win Junior 4
league
• Our Senior Camogie team lose
out to Erin’s Isle in the Senior 2
cup final.
• Our boys’ and girls’ teams
enjoy wonderful success in the
community games winning both
Dublin finals.

• Adult Championships get under
way across all four codes. Our
senior camogie, senior ladies’
football and senior men’s
football all enjoy notable wins
during the month.
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October

November

December

Our Senior Hurlers secure a vital win
over Setanta in a championship
relegation play-off.

BSJ U15 hurlers enjoy success in
the Division 2 Feile defeating Oliver
Plunketts in the finals.

39th AGM is held.

• The BSJ Junior A Ladies
footballers win the Division 7 title.
• Our club sponsorship with
Cosgrave Developments is
announced with a fantastic
launch night in the clubhouse.
• Our main club fundraiser for the
year was launched – an active
promotion of our club lotto which
we encourage everyone to
support.

• Our Minor B Footballers win the E
championship final.
• Minor Hurlers win B & E
Championships on the same
day.
• Orlagh Nolan receives an All
Star in the Annual TG4 LGFA
Team of the year – only the third
BSJ player to receive such an
honour.
• Unveiling of our Bloody Sunday
memorial on its 101st Anniversary.

We have again had a challenging year financially with no
Marlay Park concerts, limited bar income and significantly
reduced room rentals in the clubhouse. As a result, we have
seen a significant decrease in income. We are fortunate
that our outgoings have been prudently managed and as
a club we are grateful not to be hampered by servicing
debt during these times. The Marlay Park concerts are
thankfully due to return next summer with six concerts
scheduled and after a two-year break, we hope everyone
is fully energised to play their part and support the club
with our community stewarding.
No AGM could be complete without a long list of thankyou to those club members that go above and beyond.
Before I begin this, I wish to thank everyone who plays
a role in keeping our club running daily. I also want to
thank every one of our wonderful players; from those in
their fledgling days in our nursery to our elite senior team
players. The pride you bring for your efforts wearing the
tangerine and black is the reason this club exists.

the club. Jim Deveraux continues to do fantastic work in
support of this facility
•
Our Health Committee has been an invaluable
source of advice to all teams and the club in general
over the past 18 months. Thank you to everyone who has
served on this and particularly Dr Fionnuala Donohoe.
•
Our club shop has done very well this year. From
home deliveries in lockdown to click and collect as
training resumed to managing the queues when we fully
reopened. Thank you to Barbara Chambers, Anne Keane
and Irene Nic Dhonncha.
•
Thanks to our GPO Donal Gormley for all his work
in the nursery, club, and local schools. Extra work was
required for camps run this year and Donal did a great job
with that. Donal unfortunately finished up his role as GPO in
September and I wish to acknowledge the fantastic work
he done over the past number of years in this role. Indeed,
such is Donal’s commitment to the club many people are
not aware that he has finished up as GPO as he continues
to help in running our nursery on Saturday mornings and
with our All Stars on Friday evenings.

•
The Club Executive had a challenging year with
many hard decisions to be made. My sincere thanks
to each of them for their many & varied contributions. I
want to acknowledge in particular those on the executive
who are stepping down this year. Many after years of
continuous service to the running of the club.

•
To Emily Naughton and all the team who have
helped keep the bar running since we reopened.

•
To Kieran Brennan, our clubhouse caretaker,
central to BSJ for so many years. In addition, Kieran’s work
on the clothes banks as contributed a steady income all
year. Thanks Kieran.

•
To our PRO and Ladies Juvenile Chairperson Trish
McGrath who has done a brilliant job throughout the past
year keeping everyone updated on what is happening in
the club.

•
To all our mentors, coaches, co-ordinators and
Covid supervisors, thank-you really doesn’t cover it this
year – your work was incredible. I am in awe of the level
of effort put in to keep our children playing, and our adults
competing. Well done to each one of you.
•

• Teams will wind down and take
some time to rest and relax and
hopefully we will be back on the
pitches come January
• BSJ Player of the year is hosted
• Our senior and juvenile Parish
Cup competitions resume.

•
Our pitches and management of them remains
an ongoing challenge and I wish to thank all who have
helped in any way with them. This includes those who line
the pitches, work on rostering, liaise with local authority
and assist with maintenance. Special mention to Darren
Hedden who manages the rostering and Enda Nolan who

Our All-Weather pitch is vital to the functioning of
8

oversaw the pitch realignments and pitch swap in Marley
Park.
Sadly, we lost some of our members during the year, and
as we reflect on the year past, we thank them and their
families for their contribution. In particular, we remember
our former bar manager Dermot Lee who passed away
only a few weeks ago. Dermot was a much treasured
and loved member of our club and it was fitting so many
attended his funeral and supported his family in the
clubhouse afterwards.
As we look ahead to 2022, we have much to be
optimistic about in Ballinteer St Johns @40 We already
have a committee in place planning many celebrations
throughout the year which will be thoroughly enjoyable.
A focus area into next year will be our coaching plans and
structures. The Games committee and Strategic Coaching
committee will be working hard to develop further coach
education programmes over the year ahead. We are
committed to redefining our player pathway strategy and
set out clear attainable goals for skills development for our
younger players as they learn the FUNdamentals of the
games. I firmly believe a structured well-defined coaching
plan will provide us with the foundation on which to build
future success at adult level. We have a duty of care to
provide a coaching pathway for our many coaches to
compliment the player pathway to ensure everyone is
developing continually together. We have made some
inroads on this during the difficult pandemic period but
are fully committed to exploring how best to implement
this culture of continuous coaching improvement in our
club culture going forward. I’m really looking forward to
seeing what impact these focus areas will bring over time.
I have always wanted my chairmanship of our club to as
hands on as possible and I hope that all sections of the
club feel that I have engaged with them. As I begin my 4th
and final year as Chairperson I’m proud to be part of this
club, and I thank-you all for all you do for BSJ.
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GAMES PROMOTION OFFICE
(GPO) REPORT
BSJ Underage Summer Camp Programme 2021
Our Ballinteer St Johns GAA Camp programme kicked
off during the Summer holidays. We had an increase in
numbers across all of our camps; which saw our underage
players participate in various GAA activities under the
supervision of BSJ club coaches.
Well done to all the children that took part in all of our
camps and making them so successful hopefully we will
see all of you again at our Underage Training and future
camps throughout 2022.
Camp Attendance: Total: 700 children approx.
•
•
•
•
•

BSJ Summer Camp 1 - 158
BSJ Summer Camp 2 - 148
BSJ Summer Camp 3 - 135
BSJ Summer Camp 4 - 110
Cúl Camp – 145

Coaching in Lockdown 2020
Coaching during the Lockdowns was interesting at the
best of times for all coaches. Many different ideas and
options were used to keep GAA alive in our homes and
hearts. Developing online resources, skills challenges,
YouTube channels and fun GAA videos were all created
and enjoyed with great enthusiasm by all members of BSJ
throughout the challenging times.
Primary schools
Despite all the restrictions and obstacles the children
have faced over the last year, they received lots of
GAA coaching during the months the schools remained
open. During the school year from October to December
2020 and from March to June 2021, the primary schools
of Ballinteer had a visit from Dónal once a week as he
coached GAA through fun and inclusive activities.
Coach Education
Over the last two years Dublin GAA have been running
online Coach Education Courses and Workshops for our
club mentors and parents. These courses are still ongoing
as we’re not out of the woods just yet with the restrictions.
It is vital that we attend these courses and workshops so
that we can continue to keep up to date with the modern
game and techniques, please keep an eye on our social
media or www.dublingaagamesdevelopment.ie for more
courses and workshops.
Many thanks,
Former Games Promotion Officer
Dónal Gormley
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BALLINTEER ST JOHNS ALLSTARS
2020

During the 2021 lockdown, our dedicated mentors took
the time to call door-to-door with footballs for each of our
All Stars. From my own daughter, Rosa’s, reaction, I know
that this meant a lot to the kids!
Training resumed in March and, again, it was wonderful
to see how eagerly the All Stars got back into the swing of
things. We adapted our sessions to be even more COVID
friendly, and our usual end of session activity was replaced
with a non-contact game of musical statues which is
now one of the highlights of the sessions! Not only do we
have some great sports people on the team, but we are
nurturing some very talented dancers and DJs, and their
taste in music is impeccable!
There was great excitement when the BSJ Senior Hurling
team came to help at training. They very generously
shared the proceeds of their Hurlathon fundraiser. Our All
Stars showed up in Marlay Park to support them on the
day. The funds will go to great use – Go raibh mile maith
agaibh!

The All Stars team had just returned to outdoor training
when COVID19 hit in 2020. In fact, the team had just
enjoyed the input of the U20 Dublin Hurling team at training
sessions and were putting the finishing touches to a Thank
You gift to wish them well in their 2020 championship.
Some of our All Stars participated in the Run for Pieta and
were amongst the final runners to cross the finish line at the
club house in June 2020.
Despite the pause in training, our All Stars had no problem

Throughout this Summer again, several All Stars took part
in the BSJ Summer camps. An objective of our All Stars
effort is that the youngsters get to meet their peers in BSJ.
Facilitating their participation in the BSJ camps ensures
that this happens, and it is a great achievement for the
club that All Stars can be accommodated in mainstream
camps. Again, all credit for this goes to Dónal Gormley,
participating in the pilot All Stars summer camp that was
held in Marlay Park in August 2020. A big thanks to our GPO,
Dónal Gormley, for organising mentors who provided oneto-one camaraderie and support to our All Stars. In the
world of Special Needs, it can be difficult for parents to
find a camp that can provide such support for their child
at camps - so this really was a game-changer.
We returned to training in September. It was hugely
impressive to see the children slot back into their training
routine. Luckily the weather was on our side and, as indoor
training was not permitted, we managed to hold our
sessions outside until end November.
2021
who coordinates the support they need and who organises
the set up for each training session – gan aon stró!
We’re delighted to have received a grant from DLR
for the cost of hall rental for the winter months. We are
also grateful to Geith International who have provided
sponsorship for training jerseys.
Our training sessions are going from strength to strength.
We are so grateful to our mentors – young and old - who
show up at sessions to help. Sometimes it ain’t easy,
especially if you have already been coaching another
team during the week or if you have had a long week in
school. Most of our mentors do not have a child or sibling
on the team so their assistance is really appreciated. We
are also indebted to Fionnuala O’Donohue who acted as
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our Covid supervisor and who ensured that we remained safe
during this period.
We have seen great progress in our All Stars who are now
recognising each other as friends and teammates. Their
football and hurling skills are coming along nicely and their
enthusiasm for our Friday night training was evident at our
recent Halloween fancy dress session!
Beth Corcoran

NURSERY
2021 has been another record year of growth for the
Nursery with numbers now exceeding 600 boys and girls
registered. We were delighted to welcome our youngest
members on board early in September when those born
in 2017 started their St. Johns journey bright and early on
the All Weather Pitch. The sight of up to 600 of our future
stars every Saturday morning on our All Weather Pitch and
at Broadford is a joy to behold and the presence of our
Seniors stars from our Camogie, Ladies Football, Senior
Hurling and Senior football teams in the last few months
were a real highlight.
In the last few months our 2014 boys and girls have started
to play their first matches as they prepare to graduate from
the Nursery and move on to their Go Games. The 2 groups
have been exceptionally dedicated since they started
in the Nursery and the level of skill and determination
demonstrated in their early matches suggests they have
great days ahead of them.
None of this can happen without a dedicated bunch
of mentors, administrators, coaches and coordinators
and we are extremely grateful for their efforts but we are
always looking for more parents to come on board, we
can never have too many!
Cian Duffy
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JUVENILE LADIES FOOTBALL & CAMOGIE,
U8 – U18
Introduction

and time on the pitch between training and matches. It
doesn’t go unnoticed and it is very much appreciated.
Our teams have adapted and navigated themselves
through two very unusual years, they should be very proud
of what they have achieved both on and off the pitch.

Ballinteer St Johns Juvenile Ladies section continues to
grow. Certainly, the pandemic has not constrained our
growth and if anything it may be driving our numbers. Our
u8-u12 age groups are thriving, with the 2013/u8 girls being
the largest girls group in the Club at over 85 registered girls.
The future is bright when you look at the numbers in these
age groups, but when you consider the number of girls in
our nursery at u5-u7, the future is even brighter.   In 2019,
according to the Dublin LGFA, BSJ was the 5th largest club
in Dublin for ladies membership, and the 3rd largest on the
southside.

Looking forward to 2022, I wish all our teams the best of
luck as they advance to the next age group, another step
in their BSJ journey. We will welcome our 2014 girls up to u8
from Nursery and they will commence their next stage of
their journey, Go Games!  Our 2009 girls will graduate up to
u13 and enter the world of competitive games. Our 2005
girls will transition from u16 to Minor Football and Minor or
At competitive level, u13-u18 we have 11 Ladies Football Adult Camogie. And we have players moving from Minor
Teams, with u13 having 3 teams, a first for the Club.   to Adult Ladies Football. We wish all the players and all
There are 7 camogie teams. This year we also entered our teams the very best in their respective journeys with
2 Minor Camogie teams in Championship. All our teams Ballinteer St Johns.
competed strongly in their divisions and have alot to look
forward to in 2020. Well done to all involved.
Thank you to all the players, mentors, volunteers and
parents for all you do. You all have a role to play in keeping
• U13 Camogie - Division 1 & 5
our girls playing. Over the past two years we have not
• U14 camogie - Division 1 & 6
only retained players but we have grown our numbers,
• U15 camogie - Division 2 & 5
it is wonderful to see so many playing Ladies Football &
• U16 camogie - Division 2
Camogie. There is a team for every player at Ballinteer St
Johns which is evident in the number of new teams added
• U13 Ladies football - Division 2, Division 6 & Division 10
at Minor and Adult level in the past two years. We are
• U14 Ladies Football - Division 2 & Division 7
very lucky at Ballinteer St Johns to have such inspirational
• U15 Ladies Football - Division 1 & Division 5
players in our adult teams, they are amazing role models
• U16 Ladies Football - Division 2 & Division 7
for all our players to look up to and to see what the future
• U18 Ladies Football - Division 6 & Division 9
holds if they keep training and playing.
We have achieved and learned alot in 2020 and 2021.
Much work has been done within our Juvenile section and
with our adult section to plan ahead. We have brilliant
co-ordinators who support our teams. There is a fabulous
level of support from our referees’ coordinators, our county
board secretaries, & delegates and the many committees
within the club including Children’s Officer, Registrations,
Coaching & Games and Pitches teams, aswell as others.
Our teams always welcome new help and support. It
is never too late to get involved. Do talk to your team
mentors if you would like to help in any way, no matter
how small, many hands make light work!

To all our amazing Ladies Football and Camogie players,
be very proud of yourselves and what you have achieved
over the past two years. Keep training, keep playing,
Ballinteer St Johns is behind you. The future is bright. The
future is yours. Keep moving onwards and upwards! It will
be worth it! Best of luck in 2022!
Trish McGrath

The future is bright for all our ladies players. There is a team
for each and every player no matter their abilities. In 2021
there was two Minor Ladies Football Teams. To put this in
perspective and to show the growth in our ladies section, in
2019, we had no Minor Ladies Football Team. Next year we
will have Minor Camogie and our Ladies section continues
to grow. It is brilliant to see the numbers we have playing
and the numbers who keep playing.
I would like to commend our players, teams and all who
support them on the incredible effort and work that goes
in each week, hours and hours of preparation off the pitch
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2013 Girls (under 8)

safe, supportive, child-centred environment. Go Games
brought more great adventures and trips to venues like
Malahide, the Naul, Shankill, Castleknock and Ringsend
as well as the latest incarnations of traditional local tribal

The girls made great progress in 2020 with a highlight
being a football blitz played against Naomh Olaf in March
just before lockdown hit. This was attended by BSJ and
Dublin star Niamh Sweeney who was on hand to pose for
photographs and give out medals and coaching tips to
both clubs. During lockdown many of the girls took part in
the Walk for Pieta, as well as an online virtual match played
against our friends and rivals in Naomh Olaf, with the girls
from both clubs sending in videos of themselves scoring
epic goals past hapless younger siblings, despairing dolls,
and traumatised teddies standing in goals! An unusually
high number of the parents in this group are frontline
healthcare workers and the balmy evenings in Broadford
in summer and autumn 2020 watching this amazing bunch
of girls grow in fitness, fun, friendship and skills were an
invaluable release for them from the pressures and trauma
of the pandemic.
As we rounded the year off with a Christmas party and fun
run round the All Weather pitch, little did we know almost
half a year would pass before we met again.

disputes and rivalries. One highlight was Tilly Dunne’s
7-goal masterclass against a stunned Kilmacud Crokes in
July and if that doesn’t warrant having a statue of Tilly
erected in the clubhouse I don’t know what does. Another
highlight was Tara Coleman nagging her poor parents into
cutting their holiday a day short when she found out a
games was taking place against the same opponent.
Along the way we lost a few friends as well with co-lead
mentor Ed Mulrooney and his daughter Sarah finally
having had enough of looking at footballs and running
back screaming to their native Kilkenny. We held a pizza
and ice cream party in Broadford to see them off on a
sunny yet sadness-tinged evening in August and although
they are very much missed, plans are in place to bring an
under 9 touring party to play them in Kilkenny in 2022.

In 2021, we grew to 88 playing members making this group
one of the largest in the county. We were particularly
excited to welcome a number of girls whose parents hail
from places as far away as Fiji, Thailand, Poland, New
Zealand, Belarus, Bosnia, South Africa, China, Roscommon
and Rathgar, none of which are hurling strongholds. The
sporting development of the girls this year was exemplary
with thanks to a dedicated and growing group of
mentors who have worked tirelessly to hone the girls and
their own skills. They grow and flourish in a fun, friendly,

Another mentor Eddie McAuley and his daughter Chloe
have moved to the Lebanon as part of Eddie’s work
with the defence forces, bringing a military grade supply
of hurleys and sliotars with them to practice. The group
thanks Eddie for his service and his family for their sacrifices
and look forward to their safe return. This is an ambitious
group of girls on the move who are set to make waves in
the club for decades to come and they rounded off the
year with a disco and medal ceremony attended by our
heroes, All-star winner and Dublin stalwart Orlagh Nolan
15

up to the end of October 2020. The Girls kept to the three
main goals of the team: Fun, Teamwork and Respect. This
is constantly reinforced by mentors and girls alike. We had
a number of fun training sessions including get togethers
for Halloween and Christmas. The force was strong in this
group especially when led by a real stormtrooper!
Christmas was a little different in 2020 and everyone pulled
together to bring the festive spirit to training. Thank you
to all the parents that bought treats and dished out hot
chocolate to the girls. Lovely memories were made for all!
2021
In 2021 the team went from strength to strength even
though we endured another lockdown in January to April.
We were back into the Go Games from May to October,
with over 16 games played both home and away in both
disciplines. The 2012 Girls are very lucky in that they have
a very solid team of mentors, female liaison officers, a first
aid officer and Covid 19 team, not to mention dedicate,
positive and ever-helpful parents.

and 2020 All-Ireland winner Niamh Sweeney who’s gaisci
in county as well as club colours our girls are massively
inspired by.
Anthony O’Connor

2012 Girls (under 9)
The 2012 Girls left the Nursery in February of 2020 at the
start of the Covid lockdown. Even though this was not the
greatest of timings we had already built a solid foundation
with over 65 on the books and regular attendance.
When it was safe to return to play in July of 2020, we
started our first training sessions in preparation for the Go
Games. We are blessed with a very engaged and active
mentor group, that boasts over 15 strong, so that on any
given night there is always a strong leadership dedicated
to encouraging the girls in fun and productive drills.
The Girls enjoyed playing their first  competitive camogie
and football matches, travelling both home and away right

It is very evident that the real superstars were the girls
themselves. Each week they have brought their enthusiasm,
their willingness to learn and their youthful joy to each
training session. As a result of this winning combination of
mentors and girls the 2012 girls group is now over 72 strong
with regular involvement in all 3 training sessions/matches
each week.
Throughout the summer of the 2021 season the girls had
demonstrated a huge improvement in upskilling. As a
result, the mentors took the decision to award the girls
certificates in three categories after each Go Game:  
Player of the match, Most Improved Player and a Skills
Award. There was even a Gaisce Award for those girls that
went above and beyond in team effort and determination
in a match.
Paul Cassidy
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2011 girls (under 10)
2020
During lockdown in 2020 the girls were clearly working on
their skills at home. Lots of them were asking for games and
activities to play while at home and we even managed to
coordinate a team video (with some very basic editing) of
the girls all passing to each other which they all enjoyed
taking part in very much.
There was huge excitment when we all returned to play
late in the year with the main focuses being on having fun
while also using the break in go games to improve their
skills at training.

The 2011 girls are great bunch that always give their best
while having loads of fun. We plan to keep practicing over
the winter while looking forward to 2022 greatly.
Derek Pounch

2010 Girls (under 11)
2020
In 2020, the girls got back training in January after a short
winter break and managed to get a couple of games
before Covid stopped us for a few months. During Covid,
the girls kept busy with challenges with both codes,
Athletic Development, virtual run to Wexford and taking
part in BSJ run for Pieta. They received a message from
Ciaran Kilkenny admiring their efforts.
We were all delighted to get back training at the end of
June and matches in August. The girls practice at the start
of the year benefited them hugely and they had fantastic
displays of skills in both codes. The girls finished their 2020
sessions with a game of The Cube and pizzas in Broadford
which was enjoyed by all.

2021
2021 was a busy year for the under 10 girls with lots of new
members bringing the group to over 60. It was also great
to see go games return with lots of matches played on
sunny Saturday afternoons. A lot of the girls also made
their delayed communions in 2021 which was great to
see. There was great commitment from the girls with large
numbers attending every Saturday.
With such a big group now from several different schools,
the mentors have planned a group activity in November
where we will hike up to the “fairy castle” in three rock
where the girls will hopefully get to know each other better
and this will improve on an already brilliant team spirit.

2021
During lockdown at the start of 2021, the 2010 girls kept
busy by completing a Couch to 5k programme and had
a socially distant Easter Egg drop for their fantastic efforts.
Throughout this year when training start back, we welcomed lots of new girls increasing our panel allowing us
to enter a 5 team division for both camogie and football.
On the field, we got back playing matches in the summer
and the girls competed really well in all games in the
Autumn period. Every week the girls give 100% effort in their
games, and the skills continue to grow week on week. Best
of all, the girls come with a smile on their face to training
sessions and matches.
The future looks bright for camogie and ladies football in
BSJ.
Colette Meagher
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2009 Girls (under 12)
2020
and contact tracing. They were fortunate that they got
to play some Go Games of camogie and football before
matches were ended in September due to the restrictions.
We made the most of the end of 2020 and continued with
training until mid December and that stood to us when we
finally got back to training in April following the lockdown
early 2021.

The girls returned to training after Christmas and were so
looking forward to their u11 Go Games Season. Lockdown
came in March and the girls practiced as much as they
could and took part in some virtual fun skills challenges.
They participated in BSJs Run4Pieta in May, a wonderful
24 hours in BSJ and soon after that we got the green light
that we were going back training! They were delighted
when return to play eventually came at the end of June
and came back full of energy and ready to go. They were
delighted to see their friends again. Like all teams in BSJ
we adapted our training with the introduction of Pods and
with the help of our Covid Supervisors and support of the
Health Committee we managed Health Questionnaires

2021 - Football
To their credit the girls game through the covid break
without a scratch. The skills challenges set during the lock
down were evident as they hit the ground running. Our
21

we returned to the training pitch after the lockdown
earlier this year, it was clear that the girls had not been
wasting their time at home. The time had been used to
really progress their skills and take their camogie to the
next level. They trained hard over the late spring, so by
early summer they were raring to go for their Go-Games.
They put in outstanding efforts in all our games over the
summer and battled hard to achieve great results against
Castleknock, Lucan and Clontarf,

football games kicked off against Kilmacud Crokes and
Ballyboden St. Endas’s, a daunting prospect at the best of
times. However our battling spirit and skills were more than
a match for both, showing that we are in a good place.
The benchmark in our division is being set by Clontarf,
which was evident from our away trip to them in June.
However it was a different story when we entertained
them in Marlay park in November as all the training showed
and we narrowed the gap substantially. Away trips to Na
Fianna and Templeogue Singe Street were close affairs
which could have gone either way.
This year is officially the end of the “Go-games” for the
girls as next year we enter the world of League and
Championship competitions. As always there is lots to
work to be done, but the starting base is a strong one
and we look well set. I suppose you don’t become 2021
Community Games Dublin County champions without
having something! The winning mentality was certainly on
show during all those games.

2021 - Camogie

The autumn saw the girls pick up where they left off in the
summer and deliver great performances in Marlay Park
against Na Fianna and Faughs, along with away trips to St.
Brigid’s and Cuala. You could see the girls’ skills progressing
and them growing as a team game after game and their
willingness to work hard for the jersey, their team and for
each other is a credit to them.
Training and preparations are now underway for next
year’s U13 league and championship. Whilst we have
lots to work on, the girls are chomping at the bit to test
themselves against the best teams in the county. I have
no doubt that the work they have put in over the last few
years will stand them in very good stead for the challenges
ahead.
A huge thanks to all the mentors for the time and effort
they put in to coaching the girls and thanks to the parents
for all their support and encouragement. Finally, well done
to all the girls on a fantastic year and keep up the great
work! BSJ Abú!

2021 has been a year of huge progress for the girls. When

John Mercer

A big thanks to all the mentors and parents for their hard
work and support with which this would not be possible.
And most importantly well done to a great bunch of girls.
Keep up the good work. BSJ ABU!
Richard McGrath
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2008 Girls (under 13)

amazed by how much we achieved, how much fun we
had ‘together’ as a group off the pitch.
When it came to the good news of ‘return to play’ like
the GAA community at large we poured over the
guidelines and set about organising our training in pods
and socially distanced groups. In some ways it helped
us get back to learning the basic skills of our codes and
concentrating on fun, socially connecting friends again.
We parked streaming training and matches and had some
fantastic fun challenge sessions in Marlay Park instead. It
encouraged newcomers and we were delighted to end
2020 not losing but gaining in our squad.

2020
We started 2020 with the anticipation of u12 grading
matches to test our standards in both football and
camogie, little did we realise we’d only end up having one
in each code for the entire year and in their place we’d
create ways to stay together as a group but apart! First
up was weekly football and camogie challenges utilising
bins, walls, goalposts, lampposts, anything we could find
really and when cabin fever set in toilet rolls & easter eggs
were introduced. We fell around laughing at the camogie
hurley spin/lift challenge and whooped in delight when
one of the squad made the final of the community games
challenges for her goalposts creative thinking.

2021
The 2021 season as U13 commenced with 55 girls registered
for ladies football accounting for 3 teams and 47 for
camogie accounting for 2 teams. With lockdown in place
once again the mentors designed and implemented
a weekly online Saturday morning session for the squad
covering strength and conditioning, football skills,
camogie skills and fun challenges. The hour long sessions
had a consistently high attendance rate over the three
months and was a great way for the girls and mentors to
stay connected while keeping their fitness and GAA skills
up.
Lockdown also saw mentors upskill partaking in numerous
coaching courses across the LGFA & Camogie board while
some also went that step further acquiring certificates in
sports nutrition and personal fitness.

We indulged on the talents within our group as Chef
extraordinaire Morgan & Megan taught us culinary skills
from brownies to scones to Thai red curry hmmmm while
Olivia & Vanessa showed us how to sew our own fabric
facemasks. Breon made sure we all maintained our fitness
and in May not only did we join the wider club to run 5k
for Pieta House but we covered a whopping 5,365km
over the month running, walking, cycling every day…
the lock down puppies were certainly in their element!
Charity fundraising remained a top priority with mentors
contributing in an ice bucket challenge, a sleep out and a
shave & dye to name a few.
Everything was captured in photos and videos and put

We had a short lead in from returning to play to starting
our first league outings. In Ladies football we participated
in Divisions 2, 5 and 10 with 3 group stage matches
throughout June & July followed by playoffs. The matches
were fiercely competitive with the girls at the three levels
giving their all on the pitch to provide fantastic displays for
their spectators. We finished 3rd in Division 2, 7th in Division
5 and 4th in division 10.
The football championship started at the end of August
and ran in a similar manner to the league. The A team
played Judes, Cuala and Fingallians in the group stages
unbeaten with 1 win and 2 draws before being beaten
in the semi final by Lucan who went on to win overall.  
The B team had hard battles against O’Tooles, Beann
Eadair and Shankill before getting knocked out in the
final minutes of play in the Semi Final by St Annes. The

together in the studio by Producer Greg and now instead
of thinking of 2020 as the year of the lockdown we are
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the match for St Finbarrs, another day it could’ve swung
our way such is this incredible sport. Overall we are hugely
proud of the performance our girls put in over the whole
campaign from start to finish and the McD’s is on Eoin!!.
Charlotte Brenner

2007 Girls (under 14)
2020 Camogie
In a bizarre 2020, the following video probably summed up
2007G Camogie’s Covid-hit Summer.
Inter-Club Skills Video (BSJ Facebook 26 April 2020):
https://www.facebook.com/624011641061080/
posts/2510542495741309/
We may have been in lockdown, but the girls used the
brilliant inter-club camogie skills challenges to keep active,
keep connected and keep competitive.
A signed sliotar, hand-delivered by a mentor to every
girl in the 2007G camogie squad also helped keep the
girls practicing and motivated. When we did get to play
camogie in late summer, we certainly didn’t do half bad
either! Our Beamers team playing Division 7, won their

C team played Robert Emmets and Judes and a real
highlight was the dramatic comeback against Judes with
a late goal to secure a win and a cup semi final against
Wanderers. Unfortunately we didn’t advance to the finals
with our teams but it was just great to see how the girls
have developed their football skills over what has been an
extraordinary year, their team spirit and can do attitude in
support for each other and the sense of never giving up
even when the game is not going their way.
Our camogie teams were entered into Division 2 and 6 for
the league which ran throughout June and July. The A team
were undefeated in their group matches and secured a
home final against Clontarf on a sunny Sunday in July in
a fantastic battle coming out eventual winners. This win
ensured a promotion into Division 1 for Championship. The
B team had home and away matches to Cuala and boy
was their passionate camogie on display in these games
with a playoff being required to see who went forward into
the final. It wasn’t to be our day but the display in league
warranted a promotion to Division 5 for Championship.
Championship at Division 1 level saw us get off to a winning
start against Cuala, but a tough group with neighbours

U13 league by winning 4 out of 5 games and were very
competitive in the championship too.
Meanwhile our Alphas Team playing Division 2 went
unbeaten for the entire year, winning both the league
and topping the championship. However, Covid insisted
that the competitions never officially closed out… so the
trophies and celebrations will remain alive and proud in
our own heads!
Finally, despite all the on-field success, Covid of all things

Crokes and Boden edged us into the shield semi final
against Vincent’s on home turf of Marley. Another display
of fine camogie skill from this group on a sunny Sunday saw
Vincents snatch the victory from us in the closing minutes
of the game. We were hugely disappointed not to get
through to the final but this being our first outing in Division
1 it has taught us a lot and we can’t wait to get back out
there competing with our ‘friends’.
Our B team met Finians and Lucan in their championship
matches and earned their way into a shield final against
St Finbarrs. A score in the difference on the day sealed
24

helped re-enforce to all of us in the 2007G tribe what’s
ultimately most important.
Skills are brilliant, winning is fun but ultimately, it really
centres on a wonderful group of girls and their mildly
eccentric families who enjoy playing together, growing
together and sharing great experiences together.
Long may that last!

person on hand as organiser is a bonus!
The close connection and friendship across the 2007G
camogie and football mentors and wider support teams

John Wall / Pat Kennedy / Aoife Coyne / Richard McGrath
- Lead Camogie Mentors on behalf of All in the BSJ 2007G
‘tribe’]
2021 Camogie
In 2021, the 2007G U14 Camogie Teams collected county
silverware, raised BSJ’s profile to somewhat unchartered
territory and had a right bit of craic along the way.
Covid couldn’t hold a candle to the resolve of this squad
of 44 camogie girls, all of whom play Gaelic Football for
Ballinteer St John’s with equal distinction.

as a single tribe helps with the retention and enjoyment of
the girls playing both codes.
There is such active support from the parents in so many
ways which is what makes it all work: medical support,
covid compliance teams, pitch setups, FLO’s at every
training, team fundraising, kit management etc.
Beyond the games, the logistics, the team management
though, the secret sauce for this 2007G team – and for
teams right across BSJ – is a tribe of connected families
who enjoy their times together and truly care for each
other, through good times and bad. Is there anything
more worthwhile? In that vein, on November 14th 2021,
the 2007G Camogie teams headed West to Castlegar (the
home of beautiful hurling) playing in the inaugural Bernie
Scott (nee Wall) Camogie Challenge Tournament. It was a
memorable and fitting way to wrap up a highly successful,
sometimes emotional and always memorable 2021.

On the field, the 2007G “Beamers” played league
and championship in Division 6 and were again highly
competitive all season.
The years highlight was on Halloween Day in Marlay Park,
when they won the County Shield in their division with a
brilliant performance against a valiant Clontarf.
The support on the day from the BSJ girls’ families but also
from the 2007G Alpha girls was just wonderful – Smiles all
rounds!
The 2007G “Alphas” were promoted to Division1 of U14
Camogie at the start of the year and gave at least as
good as they got.
In the league and championship group games, the
girls won 4 out of their 6 games with stirring, courageous
performances throughout the year.
On October 17th, the Alphas then lifted BSJ U14 to new
territory, playing in our first Div1 U14 County Semi-Final – only
losing out to Kilmacud Crokes after a brilliantly competitive
game.
During this year too, many of our girls enjoyed playing up
with BSJ’s U15 camogie teams and 6 of the 2007G squad
played with distinction for Dublin intercounty development
teams - there’ll surely be more of that.
The on-field action is of course only one aspect of this tribe.
In October, our football managers organised a fun Footee
golf event in Ballinascorney for all 2007 girls.
The local staff there were all a bit confused when blindkicks and 3-girl-weaves were baked into the competition.
It was a super day out. Having the September BSJ club-

2020 Football
Lockdown dealt a blow to much of our 2020 match
aspirations, but the girls used the time and numerous club
inspired skills challenges to keep active, connected, and
competitive. When we did get to play in late summer, we
didn’t do too bad either!
Our Beamer team competed well in Division 7, but the
Alpha’s really flew out of lockdown, winning all matches
and securing promotion from Division 3 to Division 2.
But it was Covid of all things that helped re-enforce to all of
us in the 2007 Girls tribe what’s ultimately most important.
This was epitomized in the way the 2007 girls threw
their weight behind the Darkness into Light campaign,
undertaking a gruelling 24-hour nonstop running relay in
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with Pizza and plenty of sugar – yes, they still love their
jellies as well as chats! Having the September BSJ clubperson on hand as organiser is a bonus!

John Wall / Pat Kennedy / Fran Carroll / Justin Brennan
/ Darren Hedden / Aidan Toher / Aoife Coyne / Richard
McGrath [Lead Mentors on behalf of All in the BSJ 2007G
‘tribe’]

May 2020.
Starting at 7pm on the Saturday evening the girls, mentors
and parents each took turns to run a 30-minute slot to
literally run from darkness into light, completing the
gruelling marathon at 7pm Sunday. It was a huge effort by
all involved, immortalised in this video of the event. https://
vimeo.com/422434429
2021 Football
2021 was a great year for both the Alpha and Beamers in
football, with 54 active players, and numbers continuing
to grow.
The Alphas were promoted to Division 2 of the League
and Championship for 2021, and after finding the first two
games a difficult step up,  they became very competitive
in their remaining games and throughout the rest of
the season, culminating in them winning the Division 2
Championship Shield with a comprehensive 8-14 to 0-6 win
over Raheny.
The Beamers also had a great season, winning 3 out of
their 4 league games and reaching the Division 7 Shield

Final in the Championship, narrowly losing out to KIlmacud
Crokes in the final.
The on-field action is of course only one aspect of this
tribe. In October, the football managers organised a fun
Footee golf event in Ballinascorney for all 2007 girls. The
local staff there were all a bit confused when they gazed
out of the clubhouse and witnessed blindfolded “nearest
the pin” punt kick challenges, girls sprinting from the tee to
the hole whilst performing a 3 man weave as well as other
“skill related” hole challenges! All in all it was a great day,
bringing all of the 2007 girls tribe together and topped off
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2006 Girls (under 15)
U15A LGFA

undefeated that fell, unfortunately, to a Covid lockdown
at the end of the year. Off the pitch the girls were
delighted with their fabulous Féile gear presented to them
just as training was about to resume in the summer by the
Féile fundraising committee who had worked so hard to
raise funds and to try and normalise as many elements of
the Féile experience as possible.

2020 Review: On our return to play in 2020, the girls were
entered into the Division 2 football league and Féile
championship. They took on all opposition with skill and
dedication, conquering the division and we felt that we
were on course to finish the league as champions. Féile
was looking like it was also within our grasp before all sports
were called off before the Féile finals. We would love to
thank our generous sponsors for their support in preparing
the girls with their fabulous Féile gear.

2021 Review: On the back of the truncated but successful
2020 season we were promoted to Division 5. We lost two
league games in 2021 to a very strong top two teams,
played with spirit, gumption and boundless energy in
incredible summer heat, the highlight of which was a
victory away to Erin’s Isle as the temperature hit 30 degrees!
We then finished a solid third in the league above some
other good teams, making hopefully lasting connections
and on-field rivalries with our friends from other clubs.

2021 Review: After our fabulous success in 2020, we
were promoted to Division One for the league and
championship which is an amazing achievement in itself,
both for the girls and the club as a whole. It was a difficult
adjustment to the top flight and the league campaign
was a very different experience for everyone.
The Championship this year functioned as a Féile
competition, which has now moved to the under 15 age
level. Once the Championship came around we adjusted
well and were much more competitive. The girls were ably
guided and coached as always by club stalwart Keith who
has brought the girls through the past ten years, all the
way from Nursery, Derek’s superior technical knowledge
and game management, and as always supported in all
of their endeavors by their super parents.

The Championship doubled up as the new Féile under
15 competition so we had a second chance to pick up
where we had been so disappointed in 2020. Some very
good performances got us to another Semi Final where
we came up against Ballymun Kickhams, a one-team
club with at least one Dublin player. While the whole team
dug deep, it was a bridge too far for us to overcome.
Overall, it was a good year for a great bunch of young
ladies, building on last year’s progress, playing lovely
football & having fun. Special thanks to Toni for the divine
brownies of our dreams and to Fíona for documenting the
season through her photos. Another word of thanks to the
wonderful support we get from parents, week in week out,
on the sidelines, when offering to umpire, in fundraising
and in friendship and support to Sean, Martin and the
mentors.

U15B LGFA
2020 Review: On the return to play, the girls were placed in
Division 6 for their League and Féile competitions. We had
a good league with only one loss to a last second in-offthe-post “Hail Mary.” We then got to the Féile Semi Final
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2005 GIRLS (under 16)

Under 15 camogie, Division 2

Football u16A

Although small in number and depleted at key intervals
throughout the campaigns, the u16 Division 2 camogie
group enjoyed a fine year, reaching a league final and
a championship semi-final. During a season that was
defined by uncertainty, they gave us many memorable
days-out, as well as a number of magical evenings on the
quick, summer sod in Marlay that won’t be forgotten. The
2006 camogie season – in which we fielded two teams –
was only really made possible by the regular infusion of a
number of fine, stylish players from the 2007 group, and
we’d like to acknowledge the input of that group, and its
management, into what was another successful season
for us.

Despite the restrictions imposed by Covid the team
trained at every opportunity and players were given
comprehensive training challenges by the mentors when
they had to train alone. It was great to see such resilience
and enthusiasm from mentors and players.
The return to play in the summer of 2020 was greeting with
joy and excitement. It was no big deal that all the teams
were very rusty after the break. To be expected. The joy
of playing outweigh everything. The fact that all the girls
returned to play says a lot about the quality of the mentors
and the work they put in over the covid time. Well done
Liam and the gang. The league ran over the summer and
the team qualified for the Division 2 league semi-final after
a few great wins. The return of covid put paid to that. I
have no doubt we would have won the title! A big focus
was to keep the A & B team going and we succeeded in
achieving that with help for the very supportive 06 team.
Big thanks to their players for supporting us.

And so we head into our last year in the juvenile grades as
a wiser group, far better for the experiences this year, and
as optimistic as we always are.

Under 15 Division 5

The league came and went with lots of players coming
and going. You could not read too much into the results as
all teams seemed to be missing players. The fun began for
their last championship together as a team after 11 years.
It produced some cracking tight games but wins against
Lucan and losses to SOPR and Skerries put us in the semi
final of the Shield. The semi-final was a game we will never
forget. The BSJ team has a long history of great clashes
with St Vincent’s and this encounter did not fail to deliver.
There was saved penalties, some incredibly skilful goals
and a last-minute strike from St Vincent’s to equalise the
game. Extra time! The prospect of never playing together
as a team drove the girls on to grab the extra time by the
scruff of the neck. Within a few minutes we had scored
a few great goals and St Vincent’s were never going to
recover.

2020
Newly promoted to Division 4, 2020 was a year the group
showed great resilience in the face of tough opposition.
The group as always never gave up, and won and lost as
a team, always showing up at training with the same level
of camaraderie and enthusiasm. The highlight of the year
being a cracking opening championship game against
Crokes.
2021
This was a great year for the group . Having been realigned
to Division 5, the team, with significant input from the 2007
group got to league final against Clontarf and were only
narrowly defeated by a late surge from the opposition.
The group welcomed an array of talented players
from the 2007 group into their ranks. Their solidarity and
togetherness has been a highlight to behold as always
with this group. The championship is not done yet with a
shield final in view.
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being proud of themselves and winning matches.
It gives me great pleasure to report success on all fronts.
The team exits U16 and enters Minor as a robust group
with a fantastic sense of camaraderie and fun. On the
pitch we had a memorable year. While a semi-final exit in
the championship in a thrilling extra time duel with Lucan
ended our season, we had great games, wins, draws and
indeed valiant losses along the way. A couple of standout
performances were beating league leaders Clontarf at
home and a 13 player squad in the gruelling heat leading
Championship leaders Man O’ War right up to the last
minute when their strength in depth pipped us.
Having worked with most of these girls for a decade, it has
been an immense pleasure to see them grow individually
and collectively into an incredibly impressive group and I
am proud to have been part of their journey. All the best
in Minor!

The final was another tight affair and despite a 5-point
lead at half time Castleknock won it by a goal and a
point. They dominated the third quarter, and it was all
level going into the last 15 minutes. We attacked in waves,
but we could not score for love nor money. That final pass
alluded us every time. Castleknock took their chances and
those point won them the trophy. It was a super final and
the girls played with corgi, passion, and unreal skill. They
have all come a long way over the last 11 years together
and should be proud of all they have achieved including
a Championship Title, a League Title, promotion to division
1 and semi-final of Feile at division 1 level.  Not a bad tally
for this talented bunch of ladies. In the clubhouse the girls
organised a special gift for the mentor Liam O Baoighill
a framed BSJ jersey signed by all the players. They also
made a wonderful speech thanking all involved over the
11 years. Liam was darn close to shedding a tear! I think
I did.

Camogie 2020
Despite the restrictions imposed by Covid the team
trained at every opportunity and players were given
comprehensive training challenges by the mentors when
they had to train alone. It was great to see such resilience
and enthusiasm from mentors and players. The return to
play in the summer of 2020 was greeting with joy and
excitement. It was no big deal that all the teams were very
rusty after the break. To be expected. The joy of playing
outweigh everything. The fact that all the girls returned to
play says a lot about the quality of the mentors and the
work they put in over the covid time. Well done John O
Connor and the gang. The league ran over the summer
and the team qualified for the Division 2 league semi-final
after a few great wins. The return of covid put paid to that.
I have no doubt we would have won the title! A big job
was to merge the A & B team and John got great help
from one of the camogie stars of the club Louise Hayes.
Together they created a very skillful team and given the B
players were playing a few divisions below the A team they
adapted to the new challenges of division 2 with ease. It
was very very impressive. The squad was much bigger, but
John and Louise ensured everyone got lots of game time
and felt part of this new look team.

Football U16b
In a difficult year for all, the girls held together despite
covid disruptions to keep their team intact. They trained
diligently and set about honing skills and staying fit and
sane. On the field competitions were disrupted and
ultimately unfinished.
We had a weekly video skills challenge which players and
parents greatly involved, honing their production skills on
their cameras and in their back gardens!
Mentors Gavan Ryle and John Campion were a great
help in keeping the team on track and the spirit of the
team was great all through the year.

Camogie 2021
The league passed us by quickly with lots of team’s short
players. The mentors focus was on our last championship
together. Each game we played was very close and the
girls competed to the highest level. After three games
we got a Shield semi-final against Raheny in Loretto Park.
What a game that was. It was tight from start to finish with
goals and points galore. With ten minutes left on the clock
we were ahead by one point and in fairness to Raheny
they threw the kitchen sink at us. I still marvel at how we
kept them to zero over that period. There was goal mouth
scrambles, amazing saves from our keeper and blocks and
hooks when a point looked certain! The parents needed
CPR when the final whistle blew, and several parents did a
ceili dance to tune of the Walls of Ballinteer. Riverdance
beware. It was great to see how much it meant to the
girls. They knew their eleven-year adventure together was
coming to an end and they wanted it to go on and on.

2021 was the U16B team’s last year together as a
cohort before the migration to minors and a new crew
is established with ‘04 players. It has been the aim of the
players and mentors to keep the B team together to this
point, with everybody involved, enjoying themselves,
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Late August saw the championship season kick off with
Ballinteer stringing a series of 3 wins together to secure a
place in the championship cup semifinals. An entertaining
semi-final saw Man O War secure victory with appoint
from the last kick of the game. While the championship
ended in defeat to the eventual competition winners the
A team can look back with pride at a strong season with
some wonderful team performances, a league final and
championship semi-final.
The B team consisted entirely of minor level debutants.
With fewer competitive matches than normal, the
competitive nature of this group of players was always
their hallmark and this was really evident throughout 2021.
In total, we had a team panel of 19 players. The 2005 B
team also supported our Minor ladies in some important
matches and we would like to thank these players and
their mentors for their support during the year, which was
unprecedented in terms of some of the challenges our
team faced.

The final was a dark wet Sunday night in Clontarf under
floodlight. The stage was set, and the game was another
classic. Both sets of players put their souls on the line and
fought for every blade of grass. It was nip and tuck all
the way to half time. The third quarter proved decisive,
and Clontarf scored a few goals and points early on. We
responded well and began to dominate the mid field and
possession. Wave of BSJ attack followed but St Pantolean
(the patron saint of a little luck) was snoring under a tree
in Glendalough and failed to hear our calling. Clontarf
clearly had a wide-awake patron Saint of great saves and
blocks. It was not to be and despite more dominance in
the final quarter BSJ lost. In fairness the won the hearts of
their mentors and parents as they left nought on the pitch.
Covered in muck and drenched to the skin they sportingly
clapped when Clontarf were given the (very small) Shield.
Again, thanks to John O Connor and Louise for doing
such a great job with the team. Such positive energy and
support for every player.

In the League, we played a total of 5 games and longtime rivals Ballyboden St Endas were pitted against us
once again, along with other strong teams from Na
Fianna and Round Towers. It was a challenging League
campaign as our players came to terms with transitioning
to minor football for their first year, and yet they gave a
great account in some of their matches, particularly in a
close game against Round Towers which went down to
a one score game. The championship proved equally
challenging, however a combination of newly acquired
experience at minor level and intensive training sessions
saw the team progress to a semi-final with Erins Isle where
unfortunately Championship aspirations came to an end
for this year.

Minor Ladies Football
2020 saw Ballinteer St. john’s ladies compete at minor
lever after an absence of a number of years. With
insufficient numbers to field two teams at minor level the
2003 girls were split between the minor and junior teams.
While the season was severely curtailed due to Covid
there were a number of positives to take from the league
performances. Robert Emmett’s proved tough opposition
in two matches, and while we lost both the second match
proved a close-run affair. With Emmett’s and Ballinteer
proving to be the strongest teams in division 6, an end of
season final between both teams appeared to be on the
cards. However as Covid brought the season to an end
Ballinteer were left disappointed that a strong run of results
did not result in the opportunity to compete for some end
of season silverware.

The minor teams were coached, mentored and
administrated by Liz Convery, Seamus Fitzgerald, Liam
Cullen, Tom Kiely, Liam McCambridge, Niall Dillon and
Brian Cullen.

2021 saw Ballinteer St. Johns increase their presence at
minor fielding both A & B lady’s teams. The minor ladies A
team, consisting of both 2003 and 2004 girls, had a strong
league run marking up 4 convincing wins with double digit
winning margins taking them to the final. Unfortunately,
the victorious streak came to an abrupt end against very
strong opponents Garristown.
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ADULT LADIES FOOTBALL
Junior A Ladies Football

Senior Ladies Football

2020 proved to be a very successful year for the junior ladies
football team. While COVID impacted the completion
of the league, the junior ladies were successful in the
shield competition, beating Na Gaeil Oga in the final on
pitch 2 in Marlay Park. It was the first piece of silverware
to be awarded on the new pitch two which was a great
achievement. This was the first year of this junior ladies
team playing together and highlighted the progress made
during the year

The last 2 years has seen continued progress for our Senior
Ladies team. After winning the Division 3 title in 2019 we
knew there would be a big step up in 2020.

2021 has seen the junior ladies football team competing
on three fronts including the league, the championship,
and the cup competitions. The team were unlucky to
go out of the championsip in the semi final vs Lucan in a
hard fought game. However, an unbeaten league run
for the whole season saw the ladies crowned division 7
league champions in October. The ladies are also through
to the final of the cup competiion where they will face
Ballyboden Wanderers with the aspiration of completing
the league cup double in 2021.

a couple of goals just before half time swung the game in
our favour. The girls kept up the pressure in the 2nd half
and ran out nineteen point winners. This gave us a home
Semi Final draw against O’Dwyers which proved to be
another tough encounter. A great start by the girls gave
them an early ten point lead but O’Dwyers scored a goal
and a few points to reduce the lead to a couple of points
but another goal for us turned the tide and qualification
for final was achieved.
The final itself was in St Margarets against our old foes St
Judes and unfortunately due to covid restrictions only a
handful of supporters could attend but live streaming of the
game meant everyone could see the game. The girls were
fantastic on the night and a brilliant first half performance
gave us a big lead that we would never surrender. Orlagh
Nolan covered every blade of grass and was deservedly

2020 Season
We could not have asked for a tougher start to the
season than an away game v Na Fianna who had just
come down from Division 1 and were playing in Senior
Championship. Covid had already impacted preparations
but everyone was delighted to finally get going. The girls
put in a fantastic performance and it was only in the last
ten minutes Na Fianna got the upper hand and won the
game. The confidence from this performance set us up
well and we went on to win the next two league games
before the Championship started.
First game up in the Junior A Championship was away to
St Judes and as was the case for last few years it was a
very tough encounter, Both teams were on top at different
stages and it was no surprise when the game ended up in
a draw. Next game was against Garda and a blistering
start set the team up for a comfortable win. Raheny were
next and we knew a win would ensure qualification for the
semifinal, it was a tight game for the first twenty minutes but

Ciaran Fitzgerald
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win to ensure we remain in Intermediate championship
for next year. While we were always on top two goals for
Man of War ensured a nervy finish but we managed to
hold on for victory. We beat Lucan in a very tight game
to qualify for the shield final against Parnells. Injuries had
really taken its toll in what was a very long season and we
nearly had to concede the game due to lack of players.
We managed to get 15 players on the pitch and in what
was one of our best performances of the year we lost out
by a point. Everyone was glad the season was finally over
and I think the County Board need to seriously look at
their fixtures as they are putting way too much pressure
on teams.
We have just received the most fantastic news that
Orlagh Nolan has just won an All Star at left half back after
putting in some tremendous performances for Dublin this
year. Orlagh is a true inspiration to everyone on the team
and indeed to every player in the club. She has shown us
all that with a lot of hard work and complete dedication
great things can be achieved.
Eamonn Naughton
given the player of the game award. Winning the Junior A
championship was a massive achievement for this group
of players and they showed on the night how much they
have improved in the last few years. This win also qualified
them for the Leinster Junior Championship a first for any
adult team in the club. The first round against Claann Na
gael from Meath was postponed a number of times due to
covid issues but was eventually played on our All Weather
Pitch .A game which we looked like winning comfortably
turned into a real battle and we were hanging on at the
end but managed to win by a couple of points. The Semi
final brought us on an away trip to Ballymore in Longford.
This proved to be a bridge too far for us and we lost out to
the eventual winners. 2020 will go down as a really tough
year for most people but this group of girls put in some
magnificent performances and gave everyone something
to smile about. To top off the year Orlagh Nolan and
Niamh Sweeney won All Ireland medals with Dublin and
this ensured that it will be a year we will never forget.
2021
The season was delayed again due to Covid issues but
eventually got going in mid June. There was no time to
get much training before competitions began. The girls hit
the ground running winning their first two cup games and
following up this with a great league win over Parnells who
had previously played in division 1. Another three victories
in the league qualified the team for the league semi final
where we lost out to a very strong St Maurs side.
After winning the Junior A championship in 2020 we played
in a very strong Intermediate championship this year, First
game was away to Castlenock who were playing Division
1 and after finding the pace of the game tough in the first
half the girls battled strongly in the second half putting in a
great performance just loosing out by a couple of points. St
Maurs were up next and the game was very close up until
half time. In the second half the girls ran out of steam and
Maurs were comfortable winners. Last game was against
Man of War and this was a game we really needed to
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ADULT CAMOGIE
Minor Ladies Camogie

we were well prepared for the Championship Semi Final,
but then all was brought to a halt again as restrictions were
brought back. Unfortunately that was the end of our 2020
season and the Semi Finals were never played.

Tony Dillon
2020

2021

Unfortunately due to covid restrictions there was no Minor
Championship in 2020. Short and Sweet.

In 2021 Junior A Camogie finally got the year started in
May. Like 2020 the league was again cancelled, but this
year the Junior A’s entered the Cup Competition. The Cup
was run throughout the Summer. With players coming and
going on Holidays there were mixed results, but it was a
good opportunity for the younger players to get a taste of
Adult Camogie.
Championship started at the end of August with a tough
away fixture to Maurs. Despite pushing Maurs all the way,
we lost by 2 points in the end. Next up was Jude’s at home
in Marlay with the winner getting through to the Semi Final.
John’s were the much stronger team winning well. The
Semi Final was away to Castleknock who topped their
group.
It was a windy day out in Somerton and scores were hard to
get. The sides were all square at full time and Castleknock
just pulled away in the 2nd half of extra time. Looking
forward to going 1 or 2 steps further next year.
Finally we have to say a massive “Thank You” to Sue
McDonnell. Sue has been involved with the Junior A team
for the last 2 years but has Coaching, Mentoring and
Nursing some of these Junior A players for the last 15 years
since they were in nursery and is now stepping away from
the sideline. Thanks you for all the years of dedication Sue.

2021
We are entering 2 teams into the 2021 Minor Camogie
Championship. Minor A entering Division 1 and Minor B
entering Division 6.
It is great to have both teams managed by current
Camogie players, this is a fantastic opportunity for the
players to learn from their experience. The Minor A team is
managed by Emma Lane and Roisin Nic Uiligeod and the
Minor B team is managed by the Hayes sisters Fiona and
Louise. At the time of writing this, the Minor Championship
had not yet started, but both teams have had a challenge
match to get themselves ready for Championship. Minor
A played Good Council and the AWP and Minor B played
our neighbours Olaf’s also on our AWP. Both matches went
well and all is looking good for the Championship ahead.

Junior B Camogie
2021 Review. Neil Leslie
Ballinteer St Johns Junior B camogie team began the
year as one of the club’s newest teams – and finished as
champions!

Junior A Camogie
Tony Dillon
2020
The Junior A Camogie team started 2020 looking forward
the league and Championship ahead and then the
Pandemic brought that to a halt in March. During the
lockdown the players like nearly everyone else in the
country clocked up the 5Ks. When we got the go ahead
to get back playing, the league was cancelled so we had
a number of challenge matches to get us ready for the
Championship. Winning 3 of our 4 group matches meant
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The squad came together with a core of 2020’s Under
16 panel as BSJ entered four adult camogie teams in
competition for the first time in its history, a great sign of
growing numbers and strength.
After nine months of lockdown inactivity many of the
younger players got their first ever taste of senior camogie
in the Junior 4 Adult Cup which threw in in June.
Despite being dumped in at the deep end of adult
competition, the team showed no fear in its first ever
game, going on a scoring blitz to beat Ballyboden St
Enda’s by 13-6 to 2-4.

bigger clubs the girls never wavered in their determination
to support each other and played to the very best of their
abilities.

It set the tone for what was to come in a brilliant unbeaten
league run. BSJ took on and beat allcomers including
Kilmacud Crokes, Faughs, Lucan Sarsfields, Commercials,
Judes and Thomas Davis to finish top of their group.
It earned a semi-final clash with northside rivals Naomh
Maur. And again, a free-scoring Ballinteer racked up 4-10
to set up a rematch with local rivals Faughs.
In a tough final encounter in Marlay Park in August, our
Junior Bs showed real quality and determination to lift the
Go Ahead Junior 4 Adult Cup on a scoreline of 5-8 to 2-3.
It was a sensational start to adult camogie for many of
the girls in a squad that was also boosted by some of our
experienced former Junior A and C camogie players as
well as the 2021 under 16 panel.

Sarah Muldowney was a great captain and a memorable
moment was had in the cup semi-final against Na Fianna
where the three Muldowney sisters Sarah, Emma and Aoife
featured. The girls played much more as a team this year
culminating in a fun afternoon in the Eden after our cup
semi-final.
Many of the girls also played up supporting the Junior B
team and helping in no small part to secure the League
Cup. All the players should be proud of their contribution
this year as they wore the colours with pride. Special Thanks
to Jim Holland also for his tireless support!

The numbers game was always going to be more difficult
with championship rules and clashes, but BSJ Junior B got
off to a superb start in that competition too with a win
against Na Gael Oga before losing to eventual champions
St Annes and agonisingly missing out on a championship
semi-final with a two point loss away to Raheny.
It was an uncertain start to adult camogie for this squad
who also waved a fond farewell to long-time mentor Barry
McCarthy when he took a step back this year.
But they overcame the challenges thrown their way and
stamped the year with the achievement of being crowned
Adult Cup champions.
Most importantly the group left the jersey as well as the
adult camogie section of the club in a healthier place
than when they started out.
Many of the younger players are currently finishing out
2021 by representing the club in a highly-competitive and
much anticipated minor camogie championship.
They are poised for more challenges in 2022 when they
also look forward to welcoming back team-mates who
suffered some unfortunate long term injuries during the
year. We all continue to wish them well in their recovery.

Jim Hynan Mentor

Senior Camogie
2021 Senior Camogie Report
2021 was another year of building and progression for our
senior camogie team. Covid restrictions again hampered
pre season preparations, but the players bought into
the pre-season programs that were put in place and
arrived ready for the season. We hit the ground running
winning our first 6 games against Cuala, Skerries, Erins
Isle, Castleknock, Good Council and Cuala again in the
reverse fixture. Our next game was a tough top of the
table clash with Erins Isle and with a weakened team the
girls put in a massive performance but unfortunately in the
last quarter Erins Isle pulled away and beat us in the end.
With the summer months and the tight schedule of games
each week unfortunately other clubs conceded games
which in the end wasn’t good for us in our preparation
for a league final. We travelled over to Erins Isle for our
league final on Sunday 15th August, we knew Erins Isle had
an experienced team and in the end that showed on the
day, the score line didn’t reflect the effort the girls had
put in that day and anyone who was there can attest to
that, on another day a few chances that went agonisingly
wide, or off the post or of the keepers head would have
hit the back of the net and the game could have gone
our way.
In championship we were drawn against Naomh
Mearnóg, Erin Isle and Cuala in the round robin stages. In
the opening match we went up against Naomh Mearnóg
away who were in rich vein of form having gone unbeaten

BSJ Junior B Camogie mentors 2021.
(Shane Adderley, Kathy Cullen, Neil Leslie, Colm
O’Callaghan)

Junior C Camogie
2021 was a very successful and I hope fun year for Junior
C Camogie. After a tough initial year in 2020 where the
girls got to know each other for the first time the team
clocked up a number of well fought wins this year against
Fingallians, Wild Geese, Cuala and Lucan. There were
many memorable days out and even when we faced the
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in intermediate league, came too soon for our camogie
team after the heartbreak of the league final defeat and
Naomh Mearnóg ran out comfortable winners in the end.
In the second game we again faced Erins Isle and the girls
were set a challenge to remedy the defeat in the league
final, we went into a storming lead in the first half leading
1.08 to 0.02 at half time. Erins Isle came out fighting in
the second half and clawed there way back, but to the
credit of our girls they dug in and won by the narrowest of
margins. Our third game was away against Cuala a win
for either team would see them progress into the semifinal. Unfortunately, the girls preparation was hampered
by a delay to the start of the game and cuala got out of
the blocks quicker, we fought back and were within two
scores going into the last quarter, but Cuala pulled away
and with us needing goals in the last few minutes they shut
up shop and saw out the game to knock us out.
A lot of building blocks were put in place during the 2020
and 2021 season which will hopefully put the team in
strong position for 2022 to achieve their goals of promotion
back to division 1 in the league and progression from the
group stages of the championship into the semi-final and
beyond.
From a personal point of view, I would like to thank the
backroom team of Siobhán McIntyre, Peter O’Shea and
Lorna Doran for all their help, also the Junior A camogie
management and players who helped us out during the
year. I would like to thank the all the senior camogie players for their commitment and effort over the last 2 season.
This is a great young group that have the potential to go
on to the very top. I wish you the very best of luck going
forward and will be up to cheer you on next year.
Dara Taaffe
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JUVENILE BOYS FOOTBALL & HURLING,
U8-18
Introduction
As we close our 2021 season after a late start and playing
through the Summer months all reports back are that all
our boys teams at Juvenile level had fantastic seasons.
Our nursery continues to thrive, now welcoming over 500
children to Broadford Park and the AWP on Saturday
mornings. Well done to all involved, parents, coaches,
coordinators, and players past and present for helping out.
It is an essential part of our club and vital that it is continued
to be supported so strongly. We have had a number of
teams hit the bar in their respective championships and
some still involved at the business end.
All our Go Games teams have continued to field enormous
numbers on Saturday mornings right across the county
and reports back are that all the boys are really enjoying
playing competitive games. As we wave goodbye to the
U12’s as they transition into CCC2 they have had a very
successful grading campaign as we wish them continued
enjoyment and success at U13.

organised fundraiser for Pieta house by running/cycling in
their local area and donating to the cause on completion.
We returned to training with gusto later in the summer, with
thanks to the parents, mentors, and the club for managing
this so successfully with high compliance re GAA & HSE
guidelines. With the help of great training plans provided
by the mentor group we took it back to basics and made
up for lost time in our skills development. The boys thrived
and we continued through until mid-December when we
had a very enjoyable session with a Santa run and treats
for everyone, finishing the year off on a high note.

The U13’s have begun life in CCC2 with a good season
finishing strongly and looking forward to 2022. The same
can be said for the U14’s who also had a very successful
season and another strong finish.
Our U15’s went all the way in the Hurling Feile beating
a good St. Oliver Plunketts team in the final, and
management report that they are “chomping at the bit”
to get stuck in next season.
The U16’s, as this is being written are in a football final and
are down to lock horns again with Naomh Mearnog in the
Hurling Semi Final, we wish all involved every success in
both codes.
Dermot Stevenson

2013 boys (under 8)
2020
Our final year in nursery. The boys came back to training in
January after the winter break with great numbers turning
out for each session, we introduced mid-week training and
even managed to fit in a blitz with our neighbours Naomh
Olafs just before the Covid break. The boys were eager to
show off their skills and had a great morning in Broadford!
During the break, we kept morale up by encouraging to
the boys to decorate their windows with St Patrick’s day
artwork, sending skills videos to keep them active and
the infamous ‘Toilet roll challenge’ to practice solos and
punt kicks! Some of the boys also participated in the club
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2021

return to play. However, we made up for it and trained
until mid December and that stood to us when we finally
got back to training following the lockdown early 2021.

Early in 2021, with no training on the horizon, the mentors
took the time to upskill with virtual courses and put together
a virtual skills challenge for the group, culminating in a fun
skill and fitness online challenge in March, with the prize of
an Easter egg on completion! Despite the disruption that
the pandemic had on the season, we have circa 80 boys
training, with consistently strong numbers for sessions in
both codes, and with the help and support of our mentors
the boys have really flourished this year.
We were all delighted to be able to enter our first GoGames
season which was very enjoyable and rewarding for the
boys, and we are very proud of how they have gone from
strength to strength with every game. It’s been a pleasure
to see the progress they have all made, and to see them
utilise the skills they have learned in their training sessions
put into game scenarios.
Thank you to the parents for bringing the boys to training
and matches, but most of all we would like to thank the
mentors for the continuous effort and dedication to the
group. They are a very tight-knit group of boys, and we
hope that our grá for Gaelic Games is making a positive
impression on them, and that they are making lifelong
friendships along the way. We look forward to taking them
on into 2022 and beyond!

2021
What a year for the 2012 boys. Covid disrupted our plans
substantially, but when the boys resumed training and
started games in June, it was like they had never been
away. The boys hit the ground running which showed that
they must have been practicing in their back yard or in
the local park during the lockdown, as their skills remained
at elevated levels. And not only that, but our numbers
increased post the lockdown and we are now at record
levels. We run with two groups of three teams for our
games, the Black group and the Orange group, and both
groups have had busy games schedule through the year.

2012 Boys (under 9)
2020
The boys returned to training briefly at the start of 2020.  
Having just graduated from nursery into CCC1, they were
eager to go and were so looking forward to starting their
Go Games. Lockdown came in March and the boys
practiced as much as they could and took part in some
virtual fun skills challenges. They participated in BSJs
Run4Pieta in May, and made some great memories! They
were ready to go and full of energy when training finally
resumed, it was great to be back and to see their friends
again. Like all teams in BSJ we adapted our training with
the introduction of Pods and with the help of our Covid
Supervisors and support of the Health Committee we
managed Health Questionaires and contact tracing.
Unfortunately they didn’t get to play go games after their
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to Covid restrictions last Summer but we are resolute that it
will proceed when the time is right. We have also started
to look at boosting player resilience and experience by
engagement with 2011 squad mentors to allow players to
‘play up’ a year when the situation arises.
There is still lots to do, but with this great groups of boys,
hard working mentors and committed parents, we are
destined for great things, BSJ ABU.
Richard McGrath & Donal Minnock

2011 Boys (under 10)
We are still in the Go Games series and since June the
boys have been up against the best that Dublin can offer,
a total of 9 football games and 7 hurling games, including
Kilmacud Crokes, Cuala, BBSE, Lucan Sarsfield’s, St. Jude’s,
Thomas Davis, and Naomh Olaf’s, among others. In fact
looking back at their busy schedule it is clear that the boys
well deserve their Christmas break!
During each of these games the boys acquitted themselves

The Go Games are a Go! for the 2011 / U10 Boys!
2021 has been another brilliant year in the early GAA
careers of this great bunch of boys. Since regrouping in
April, the boys have joined the hallowed ranks of CCC1 all
county, and enjoying games right across the county. Since
starting back, we have had 70+ boys taking part in hurling
and football matches, home & away, against teams from
all corners of Dublin, and also Naas! The great numbers of
kids (& coaches!) enabled us to submit six teams to Go
Games, fulfilling all fixtures.
With great power comes great responsibility, the boys
have duly progressed in both codes and the skill levels
are outstanding. This is in part to maintaining the two night
training sessions of Monday & Wednesday, and some of
boys representing the club at U11 level and the Community
Games. That’s a lot of hours of training and playing, and
a lot of new and developing skills. The progress and
commitment from April has been astounding, so MAITH
THÚ BUACHAILLI!
The coaches have had a great year too - we have a great
team of coaching parents. Preparing & implementing
training plans, organising match day squads, logistics and
communications have all been handled with absolute
precision and the group couldn’t survive without that help
and support, a big thank you is duly given to all involved.
Should you ever wish to get involved, or have a 2011 boy
at home who would like to try GAA out for themselves,
please do get in touch - we have had several new boys
join us since we came back earlier this year, so it’s really
never too late to start: bsjgaa2011@gmail.com

very well, competing strongly and showing that never give
up attitude, and high levels of sportsmanship.
We have had great success in increasing the
engagement of parents and must acknowledge their
valued contribution in activities ranging from the baking
of post match cookie treats for all players after certain
milestone games, to helping to set up the goal posts in
Loreto or Marley before matches. We have the ground
work done to provide for an away day friendly fixture with
Buffers Alley in Wexford which had to be postponed due

The 2011 Mentor Group
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2010 Boys (under 11)
2020
Through the first months of Covid, the 2010 Boys stayed
active, entertained & challenged with many fun sporting
activities. A highlight was ‘Run 1K a day for May’ which
really helped the boys stay fit & it was impressive to
see some of the times & distances clocked during the
challenge. For those living near to the BSJ epicentre, the
proximity of Marlay, St Enda’s and Loreto parks proved a

2021
This year, we have 74 active boys taking part in hurling and
football with our 2010 group. Over the past months we
have seen the boys’ skills and athleticism develop hugely.
This is down to the commitment of the dedicated group of
mentors led by the ever-enthusiastic Eoin Walsh.
The boys played in the under 11 Go-Games this year, as
well as many friendly matches. In this older age category,
the rules evolved and the team size increased, the pitch
big advantage in maintaining fitness, and skill levels.
By the time June came, players & mentors alike were
thrilled to get back on the pitch. Once the cobwebs had
been shaken off, there were many thoroughly enjoyable
matches organised with our local rivals, St Jude’s, Cuala,

size increased, the intensity increased, and the physicality
seen during the games definitely increased!  The boys really
thrived with the more competitive challenges, and relished
playing teams from all over the county, North & South. In
these matches, the boys had many more good days than
bad, and the results went largely in their favour. However,
there were tough days too, and it was heartening to see
the boys deal with disappointment on the pitch in a very
sporting fashion – for the most part!

Naomh Olaf’s, and Ballyboden St Enda’s. It was nice to
see the competitive respect develop between our players
and other teams, and it will be interesting to watch that
evolve as the years go by.
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During the season, several of the boys were part of the
Marlay Grange Community Games competition and were
successful in winning the Dublin competition. They went
on to play in the Leinster competition and were eventually
knocked out by a strong Kilkenny team.
Since under-age training returned in April 2021, these boys
have got together to enjoy training or matches over 70
times. A special mention for two players Daniel White
& Ben Dooley who didn’t miss a single session this year –
amazing commitment to their team. A mention too, to all
the parents who support this group of boys so admirably.
Our parents & guardians ensure the players are well kitted
out, timely at matches and training, respectful, and overall,
a great group to be involved with. Roll on 2022!

from in their 7 league matches. It has been great to see
all the players developing and growing into becoming the
best players they can be.We can only but thank the Club
and it’s efforts to enforce all rules and regulations regarding Covid-19. The last few months have been brilliant, the
cobwebs are gone and the boys are back at the forefront
of competing, and looking forward to playing U13 in 2022.
FOOTBALL
2020
During 2020, our football team were like many others wondering how we would stick together and what we could
do to keep fit and practice our skills. We had a go at everything from runs in the park to kicking challenges and
lots more. What we all looked forward to was the time that
we would get back together and now we are.

2009 Boys (under 12)
HURLING
2020
The 2009 hurlers started 2020 looking forward to their last
year with Go Games and whilst the Pandemic may have
brought that to a rapid halt in March it certainly did not
dampen the enthusiasm and efforts being made by the
players, Parents and Mentors. Numerous Skill challenges
were set up for the boys to do at home during lockdown
(jab-lifting, short-grip puck and catch against the wall, rolllift and drop etc) and they performed them without hesitation. When training was allowed, the boys came back in
numbers, and it was clear that they were getting ready for
the following year.

2021
2021 brought the welcome return of matches. Absent the
grading games the mentors took a punt at placing our 3
football teams at the right levels for the season. Our Division 5 team has remained steady and has had a great
year having numerous close competitive games. We have
had multiple scorers through the year and have had boys
trying new positions for the first time. This has built a great
bond and no doubt they will have a great year next year.
We have maintained a fluid squad between Divisions 1
and 3 teams, with boys playing in both as needed through
the year. The Division 3 team have had a lot of great performances and any boy that has come into the team
and has fitted in immediately. The Division 3 team have
managed to overcome all challenges this year. Our Division 1 team have had a hard fought year playing against
the best teams acrosss Dublin. While the results have not
always gone our way there hasn’t been a match where
the boys did not do the Ballinteer jersey proud. We had a
number of new members join our team this year and it is
testament to our teams and to the club ethos that these
new boys have settled in so quickly - they have made new
friends and are already a vital part of our group. Finally, a
word of thanks to all our brilliant mentors, our covid questionnaire team and also to the parents who continue to
support us.

2021
2021 became another year of “Can we play / can we
not play?” but thankfully we got back playing Hurling. In
our first year of competitive matches, We had 3 teams
competing in Divisions 2, 4 and 6. All 3 teams more than
held their own in the leagues. The Division 6 team have
performed well in all their matches with some great wins.
The  player’s skill and confidence are improving with every
game. Our Division 4 side has grown as a team and while
the results haven’t always gone our way. The players have
continued to give their all in every match. The Division 2
team have hit the ground running in this year with some
fantastic displays with just 1 narrow defeat and 1 draw

Thanks for a great year.
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2008 Boys (under 13)
The past two years have been difficult for the boys in terms
of the stop start nature of training and games, a common
experience due to Covid-19.
The Covid Lockdowns of 2020 were particularly difficult
times for our boys. However, encouraged by the mentors,
the boys adopted a training regime of activities that they
could safely do at home while adhering to Covid rules
and regulations. The feedback was very positive and the
process leant itself to an experience that was mentally
and physically beneficial. There was no obligation on
anyone to be involved but the uptake and involvement
by our boys was indicative of the importance they placed
on being part of a club and a team. Almost everyone
contributed feedback. In the darkest days of Covid, it was
heartening to see this.

during grading games. In 2021 Grading Games, our Div.5
hurling team has reached a playoff position to win their
league. This is a momentous occasion and we wish this
team success. Our other teams have also performed well
in their respective Divisions. This year’s competitions have
been difficult and very competitive and we have derived
a great deal of experience from the process.

Return to play:
Returning to play and training was a welcomed event
when it did happen. In terms of competitions, U13s have
run 4 teams in football and three teams in hurling for the
past two years while games were permitted.

We look forward to next seasons games. We will be shaking
things up a bit in our group in terms of number of teams etc.
We hope our boys, the parents and the mentors involved
continue to demonstrate the same level of perseverance
and commitment.
Finbarr O’Meara

Our teams have been competitive and the level of
dedication and commitment of our boys, mentors and
parents has been exemplary. The transition from primary
school to secondary school, coupled with the effects
of Covid and other competing sports has depleted our
numbers slightly. We have enjoyed great support from
U12s group and U11s to meet our fielding commitments
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2007 Boys (under 14)
2020
Our 2020 season began with two pre-season outings in
January before our first season of full-pitch, 15-a-side
games. We visited the GoQuest escape rooms in
Sandyford, and then our boys were grateful to be selected
for an AIG-sponsored trip to Croke Park. We got to see the
Dublin-Kerry league match on the 25th, in superb seats just
behind the Dublin dug-out.
With hindsight, we were lucky to schedule our social events
early that year - before the pandemic hit. After playing
a couple of football grading games in February the
seasons stopped. Like everybody, we found ways to keep
boredom at bay during lockdown; our group enjoyed
making challenge videos. d-b.ie/BSJu13Boys
We were glad to get back to training in late June, and
matches resumed in August with our first hurling grading
games of the season.
But this was to be only a brief return to matches, as autumn
restrictions stopped play for the rest of the year. We were
one of the lucky few that could still meet outdoors to train
together - and we made the most of this privilege right up
to December. It was the strangest of seasons, but players
and parents were great throughout.
2021

matches to make up for lost time in 2020. The ‘07 boys ran
two groups in both Hurling and Football, with competitive
matches taking place every Tuesday and Saturday in a
hectic summer.
It was amazing to return to competitive action after being
locked up for so long. What was also amazing was how
much the lads had grown since we last competed in
the Autumn of 2020. We were now facing fully fledged
teenagers, both in our opposition teams and in our own
squads!

January marked the start of another lengthy COVID-19
lockdown, this time with no exceptions for underage
sports. We were eventually able to resume training at
the end of April, before facing a season crammed with

Unfortunately, there were no medals for the ‘07 boys this
year - but we had many brave performances and heroic
comebacks to be proud of. We see a bright future for this
age group in the club and beyond - and we’re looking
forward to the 2022 season. We hope to continue with two
groups in both Hurling and Football, and we’re looking
forward to matches on Sundays in our long-awaited Féile
year.
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2006 Boys (under 15)
FOOTBALL A & B
2020 U14 - this season was scheduled to be our Feile year
which we kicked off with a New Year’s Feile fundraiser at
the Marlay 5K Park Run for the entire panel (and some
parents). The funds were collected, fittings for the gear
was done and the order was placed. We were running a
variety of events - Peter Matthews ran Sunday afternoon
S&C sessions in the clubhouse. Donal Gormley organised
a mid-term pre-Feile training camp in February. We were
all set for the main event but then……LOCKDOWN 1.0. The
scheduled weekend in May never materialised - however
we managed to get all the gear from O’Neills on time
and delivered 55 sets of gear to all the lads doorsteps that
weekend. Big thank you to all the Feile Committee who
helped with the fundraising, fittings, sorting and delivering
the gear when it arrived. Also thanks to our sponsors.

Thanks to all the coaches and parents who helped
throughout the year but special mention for the lads
themselves. They’ve been through a tough 18 months and
to have nearly all our players return, their commitment to
training, the performances and results in their games have
been exceptional. Well done to the all the 2006 Boys!
Pat Coleman
U15 B FOOTBALL
The 2021 season began in April. After a number of months
of inactivity the team was delighted to be back together
training two days a week and looking forward to the
season ahead and notably the Féile competition which
was deferred from 2020.
A couple of challenge games were held against local
rivals Ballyboden and Geraldine Morans. Both games were
competitive and gave the lads confidence to look forward
to the season. The initial part of the season was split into

Feile eventually got rescheduled and reformatted into
a Championship style competition starting in Aug-20.
We managed to get two games played and then…..
LOCKDOWN 2.0
2021 U15 A - Feile was pushed back from an U14 to an
U15 competition at a national level and DCB again
reformatted the competition into a league based qualifier
with two groups of 8 teams (comprised of Division 1 & 2
teams). Being in a tough group with 4 Div 1 teams - our lads
did exceptionally well with 5 wins out of 7 and qualifying
to play in Division 1 Feile (the first time playing at this level
for our group). The lads did really well throughout the two
competitions, they deserved and earned their right to play
at such a high level. The focus for the team for next year
will be to remain and consolidate their Div 1 status for U16
and improve again for the new U17 age grade.

two parts, a league format and then the Feile competition
During the league format the games came at us quickly
as we playing on a Sunday and Thursday. Our best league
performances were against Crumlin and Kilmacud Crokes
where the lads put in very competitive performances.
Finally onto the Feile which the lads had been looking
forward to all year and it gave all of us the chance to wear
the Feile gear one last time. The competition was split into
3 weekends and we were up against Geraldine Morans,
Crumlin and Beann Eadair. Of the 3 games the Crumlin
game was our best competitive performance. With only
one team advancing to the final we needed to win all
games which was going to be a big ask.
Overall, this group have put in an incredible amount of
effort in 2021 and all have earned a break. We will all
return in the New Year with a new season to look forward
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to. From the mentors we want to thank each of the players
for their continuing dedication and for making the group
an enjoyable environment for all.
Many thanks to all fellow mentors involved with this group
for their time and dedication, Enda O’Connor, Stephen
Ryan,Damien Byrne and Tom Leonard. See you all in 2022.
Mark Edge
2020 – 2006 BOYS - U14 HURLING
Our U14 Hurlers started the year as 2 teams in Div. 3 and
Div. 8.   - As with many teams the first half of 2020 never
really got going.
Both teams were looking forward to the Féile campaigns
that they worked hard for both in terms of training and
fundraising!! (who can forget the fun everyone had at the
bag pack!!!). As Covid took hold the chances of the lads
playing any Féile looked like a distant dream.
June 29th rolled around and the return to training was on.  
Once we figured our way around “Pods, Sanitisers, & ‘NonContact hurling’ - it was great to get back out for some
summer hurling which we could have only done with the
help of our wonderful Covid supervisors!

Our first sets of games were in August.   Despite the
recommended ratios of parents allowed at games there
seemed to be plenty of BSJ folk “walking the dog” in
Thomastown for the Cuala game. The lads got stuck in
from the start and took some revenge from the last time
we played Cuala. This game was quickly followed with a
visit by Plunketts to Loreto and another good performance
saw BSJ put up good score against a team they would
ultimately meet in the final in 2021.
Our other hurling team had tough away fixtures against
na Fianna and a premier outing on Marlay Pitch 2 against
Boden. The lads were competitive in both games just
coming up short in both.
Unfortunately, neither of our teams got to play their last
group games as Dublin headed back into lockdown and
we wondered if that was our Féile done.
2021 – 2006 BOYS U 15 HURLING
2021 started the way 2020 did with very little hurling done
till well after Easter. The good news was that Féile was
back on and the lads would get a chance to wear their
shiny new Féile gear (If they still fitted them!!).  Training was
still a nightmare with more ‘non-contact hurling’ and too
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many close contacts rumours for fun. Unfortunately, we
lost a few players over the lockdown and with regret had
to collapse the panel to a single team. However, we knew
that we had a committed bunch in the remaining 25 boys
that were all willing to give the Féile qualifiers a right good
lash.
June 22nd and finally on the Féile road trip in the qualifying
rounds with Tim keeping the lads focused on one game at
a time. A couple of good early wins against Raheny (away
again!!), Kevin’s and O’Tooles set up the group decider
against Round Towers in Loreto. Despite being run close to
the end the lads battled on to win the game and top the
group going into Féile proper.
The boys were all playing well, and the games were coming
thick and fast - everyone from the panel got a chance to
play and contribute to some brilliant performances. Good
wins against Raheny (away again!!!!) and Fingallians set
up a finale against Whitehall.   We got a real scare that
day, but the lads learned a huge amount about staying
going till the end to finally win out by 2 points.
Féile final was set for October 31st with Plunkett’s getting
home field advantage.   We had great support from
parents and in particular our injured players and the lads
that didn’t make the match day panel. A cracking game
ebbed and flowed throughout and despite an early lead
we were pegged back and were 4 points down and down
to 14 men (must have been German jet lag!) with 4 mins

to go. The lads kept the head, kept fighting and a stunning
goal right at the end meant BSJ won by 2 – Division 3 U15
Dublin Féile Champions!! A great way to end a Féile
journey that lasted nearly 18 months – Thanks Lads!!

brought a big lift for everyone with the return of training,
and it was great to have championship matches from end
of July onwards – we again had 2 teams in both hurling
and football, competing in the B and D championships in
both codes. A group of our players in TY helped out at
the Saturday nursery as part of their Gaisce award. We’d
reached Shield quarter finals in September when matches
were cancelled again, but we kept training up until the
Christmas break and the next lockdown, which brought
the curtain down a year we’ll never forget.

2005 boys (under 16)
FOOTBALL AND HURLING
2020 started off with the lads continuing the strength and
conditioning programme they’d started before Christmas,
ably guided by Keith Bannan – little did any of us know
what was to come! On the field, we were delighted to
be able to field 2 teams in both hurling and football for
the year. We competed in Divisions 3 and 6 in the hurling
league, and Divisions 3 and 8 in football. It felt like we
were only getting going when Covid really hit and the
first lockdown brought a halt to all activity as a team from
mid March. We kept in touch through those strange few
months, and Keith did a great job of providing home
workouts and challenges to keep the lads active and
connected. Many of the lads and parents participated
in “Run in Darkness & Light” for Pieta House, with Dylan
Bannan and Fionn O’Riordan also doing their bit with the
Dublin hurling squad’s “Hurl for Hope”. The end of June

At time of writing, 2021 is shaping up to be a year we’ll
never forget and for very different reasons. Our u16 hurlers
await a replay of their County B Championship semi final
after a thrilling drawn first game against Naomh Mearnog
that saw the teams level at 4-20 each after extra time –
and our u16 footballers are through to a C Championship
semi final away to St Maurs after a hard-fought win in
Marlay against Fingallians 4-14 to 3-12 in the quarter final.
Regardless of the outcomes it’s been a great year for the
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lads in both hurling and football.
One of the things we’re happiest about is that after all
the disruption during 2020, almost all of the boys came
back to training which shows how much they’re enjoying
themselves - and we’ve welcomed a couple of new
recruits during the year too. We’re delighted that we’ve
been able to again field 2 teams through.

2004 Boys - 2020 report
With Covid lockdown in force the 2004 Hurling team
combined with the Footballers organised a number
of activities for the players such as practicing skills or
athletic tasks to carry out on their own or in small groups
as appropriate and used collaboration tools such as
Zoom, Heja and Strava to compensate for the absence
of normal team training sessions. The players adapted well
to the changed circumstances and returned to training
with enthusiasm during the summer to take part in the
A championship. With a group containing Ballyboden,
Kimacud Crokes and Faughs qualification for the knock
outs stages was always going to be a tough ask. The first
match vs Faughs was a close contest throughout however
Faughs pulled away in the last 10 minutes to secure the
victory. The team responded remarkably well in the
following match at home Vs Crokes playing on the newly
opened Pitch 2. In one of their best ever performances
and despite injuries to key players they battled to the final
whistle and Crokes were fortunate to escape with a win.
In the final match away to Ballyboden the team again
battled admirably and all 21 players that took the field
gave everything they had for the cause. While playing
in the A Championship was a big step up it was a very
valuable learning experience for the players, a number
of whom went on to make valuable contributions to the
Minor Championship winning team that year.

always slightly the better team. Finally, a championship
over the best team of the last few years. Next up were Na
Fianna who while they were from a lower division, they put
up a really dogged display. We weren’t at our best and we
found it hard to shake them off. However, we managed to
get over the line 2-11 to 1-8.
Next up was the quarter finals, against St Sylvesters. They
played better than in our previous league game but we still
ran out relatively comfortable winners 3-14 to 1-11. The semi
final was against our other closest rivals Oliver Plunketts.
In many ways this was a bizarre game that ebbed and
flowed, with loads of scores and wides. Plunketts started
really well while we struggled to get going. Eventually BSJ
slowly take control of the game and built up a six point
lead. However, in the last few minutes Plunketts went route
one and unbelievably scored two late goals to draw the
match. Extra time was tight, with Plunketts restored to 15
players. However, despite neither team being at their best,
BSJ managed to win by 3 points, 3-17 to 4-11. The winners
of the other semi final were Ballyboden St Endas.

Paraic Kennedy

Minor Football
2020
In covid times nothing was going to be easy. However,
as is the norm with this bunch of lads they put in a great
season. In the 2020 minor league division 1 they got off
to a roaring start with two wins, beating Kilmacud Crokes
team 4-12 to 2-2 and then beating St Sylvesters 5-11 to 1-8.
The scores were shared by a number of players, both 02’
and 03’s. Things were looking very good for the league
campaign and then the covid lockdown brought it to a
halt. Unfortunately, the league was then scrapped and
when the lockdown ended the championship campaign
began.

Unfortunately another lockdown loomed and the 2020
Minor Final didn’t happen until August’21 - three weeks
off a year to the day that the semi final was played.
Given the gap between the semi finals and final and the
lack of competitive games/training in between, this final
was always going to be a bit of a lottery. On the night
Ballyboden looked sharper and were physically a bigger
team than BSJ. However, as they have always done BSJ
played hard and we managed to eke out a 5 point lead

The first game was against Skerries Harps and what could
have been a tricky game ended up in a comprehensive
win by 3-17 to 1-7. Next up were our greatest rivals
Castleknock. In a tight match absorbing match played on
the all weather pitch in July 2020 we eventually won 2-12
to 1-10. While the margin was reasonably small we were
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close to half time. However, a fortuitous own goal brought
Ballyboden back into the game and they had a purple
patch to go into the break 1 point up. Again BSJ fought
back and managed to build a 2 point lead. However, in a
crucial 10 minutes spell for BSJ our opposition scored 3-3
with no reply. That was the final over, with the final score
being 4-12 to 2-11. This was a tough loss as covid and the
lockdowns had a big part to play in it. But these guys lost
with their boots on and lost as a team.
In a way that was the end of an era for most of these
players. A great bunch of lads who have provided parents
and a big bunch of club supporters with many memorable
moments over the years. Their brand of fast, high intensity,
never say die football has been brilliant to watch. They
have had great fun and enjoyment to go with their massive
work rate. They have since all migrated to the adult teams
- seniors, inters & junior A and hopefully most will also have
a good stint with the U21’s over the next two years.

A difficult and at times challenging year full of zoom calls,
skill challenges and uncertainties however ultimately
mainly a successful one, with massive player retention
and hopefully a bit of silverware to polish. Thanks to all the
senior coaches, Chris Grady and Conor Dolan for leading
the charge, Enda Nolan and the U16 players and mentors
for their support when required

Finally, this squad have to thank their management /
coaching team Darren, Rodney, Colm, Aidan and Kevin
for all their efforts over the last 18 months or so (indeed
over a number of years). Covid made the last year plus
messy at times, but to have any sport was a bonus. The
fact that the lads got to a Minor A Championship final is
a credit to them. Even though it may be the end of an
era they remain greats mates, a band of brothers. They
represent the future of the club and we are in good hands.

MINOR HURLING

Darren Chambers
MINOR FOOTBALL 2021
2021 was a unique year for minor football within the club
as at various stages our minor teams included players from
the ‘02,’03,.04 and ‘05 year groupings.
When the delayed 2020 minor final was played,all
attention turned towards our 2021 minor teams.We were
proud to be able to field two teams at this level with the
able assistance of six coaches from our senior team who
volunteered their time to train 45 of our young athletes.

2020 Dublin Minor B Champions
The long standing 2003 hurling mentor and support team
of Enda, Dermot, Gerry & Olga were asked to take on the
Minor Hurling mentor and management duties where they
were joined on the sideline by Paraic whilst the coaching
duties were taken on initially by Rob who was then joined by
Kevin with Ailis contributing her physiotherapy experience.
In the background Sean Lane also secured the services of
former Dublin hurler “Dotsy” O Callaghan for some extra
coaching over the season which was much appreciated
and enjoyed by all involved. The playing panel was made
up from 2002,2003 and some 2004 players, led on the field
by the inspirational captain, Liam Smith. With no league to
cut our teeth in, it was straight into Championship Mode.
The team’s first match was a physically tough encounter
away to St Brigids, our eventual opponents in the Final.
BSJ prevailed in a game where we held onto a lead built
up in the opening half. This hard fought victory served to
motivate both the squad and the sideline and a challenge
was set to the players to top the group. Erins Isle visited our
All Weather Pitch for game 2 of the round robin and were
put to the sword with a clinical display of hurling watched
by a large crowd of BSJ supporters. Skerries conceded the
final game which left us through to the knockout stages on
top of the Group.
BSJ secured a home draw for our quarter final against

One of our teams contested in the Minor A championship
and after a thrilling game away against Clontarf made
the quarterfinals before losing narrowly to St Judes by 2
points in Marlay. Our other team under the expert tutelage
of Conor “ Mourinho” Dolan made it all the way to the final
of their championship and became County Champions,
bringing silverware back to the club.
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Castleknock which was followed by a win away at Thomas
Davis and losses to both Clontarf at home and Whitehall
away before St Brigids conceded the final league fixture
leaving us in third place, out of the league playoffs.
Due to the sheer number of players on the panel, and in
order that every player got game time, it was decided to
enlist the help of the 2005 panel to field two teams in the
Minor Championship, one of the only times the club has
managed to accomplish this. Our Minor A Championship
group reunited us with two teams from the league
campaign whilst B team were pitted in a group with
Naomh Barrog, Castleknock and Scoil Ui Chonaill.
The campaign for both teams got underway with
comprehensive victories for the A team in Marley Park
against St Maurs and the B Team against Naomh Barrog
at home on the All Weather Pitch. Second game up for
the A team was a second visit to Whitehall this year where
we overturned the earlier league defeat and came away
with the spoils. The B Team meanwhile enjoyed a weekend
off as St Marks were forced to concede. The final games
of the respective round robin saw the A team suffering
defeat away to Clontarf whilst the B Team had a great win
on the road away to Castleknock. This meant that both
teams progressed from their respective groups and into
the quarter finals.
A historic day for BSJ saw both Minor Hurling teams play
side by side on Pitches 1 and 2 in County Championship
Quarter Finals. Our good friend Paul Lundy was on hand
to take some excellent pictures to mark the occasion.
The A Team faced a Thomas Davis side intent on revenge

Naomh Mearnog which was played on a beautiful
sunny day in Marley Park which drew a huge number of
spectators. In the end, we had a comfortable win which
put us into a home semi final. O’ Tooles travelled across
the city on another beautiful day and in front of an even
larger crowd of passionate home supporters, we secured
another comprehensive victory. Just 11 days before the
final, along came the second lockdown. Unbeknownst to
us, we would wait 10 long months before our final would
be played.
The Final against St Brigids was played in Parnell Park on
August 11th in front of a large cohort of vocal BSJ support.
We settled early and led from the start, Brigids never
coming within three points of us. The lads all put their bodies
on the line and were well up for the physical challenge
we knew we would encounter. To a man, they fronted
up taking some great scores along the way, a pure team
performance resulting in the memorable moment when
our “Captain Fantastic” lifted the cup in the Stand. A fitting
end to the longest campaign any of us will hopefully ever
encounter.
The management and squad would also like to give a
special mention to Paul Lundy who kindly provided some
exquisite photos of our campaign along the way and
have helped keep the memories so vividly in our minds.

Minor Hurling 2021
The same mentor, coaching and support team from the
successful 2020 Minor Championship remained in place
for the 2021 league campaign and were joined on the
sideline by Enda Nolan. The departure of the 2002 hurlers
to the adult ranks meant that all 2004 players were now
fully involved in the Minor panel. Our league campaign
proved to be a mixed bag with an initial victory at home to

for the league defeat earlier in the summer. In a tough
encounter, the A’s went on to win whilst on Pitch 1 the
B team with only 16 players able to tog out on the day
because of injury and illness inflicted a heavy defeat on
Scoil Ui Chonaill.
The A team faced a difficult assignment away to
Fingallians in their semi final whilst the B Team also face a
tough challenge away to our near neighbours Kilmacud
Crokes. In the end, in spite of difficult conditions both
teams prevailed by wide margins which has led to both
teams facing Castleknock in their respective finals. This is
the first time in the Club’s history that we have had two
minor hurling teams in County Finals in the same year
which garners great hope for the future of Hurling within
the club. Both teams won their finals and were crowned
County Champions.
Dermot Nutty
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ADULT MEN’S FOOTBALL
Junior B Football

Intermediate Football 2021

2020

This was our first year in AFL 4 and although the Division
was split North and South with no promotion or relegation
it did give us an opportunity to test the standard. In our
7 matches we won 4 and lost 3 which management
considered satisfactory. The lack of a settled panel due to
excess injuries and the delay in the playing the 2020 Minor
final did not help in our attempts to do better.
The Jun 1 Championship brought plenty of thrills. In our first
match V Kilmacud Crokes we were 8 points down at the
second water break but put in an amazing last 15 mins to
get a draw. In our second match V Na Fianna our inability
to convert possession to scores in the first half cost us the
match. In the last of the group matches v St Perigrines we
were comfortable winners thus qualifying for the QTR Final
V Castleknock. In a game where we were down too many
experienced players and very few playing to standard we
were beaten on the day by a better team

The season started well with a big squad registering and a
successful run in a number of challenge matches. Two new
players transferred in from other counties and two more
returned to the club after a number of years of absence.
However, before the Div 11 league season got off to a
start, the Covid-19 shutdown curtailed all activity. When
the championship commenced later in the year, we were
placed in Junior 4, a group that primarly comprised Div
7 and 8 teams. Several players had moved away from
the area or were not comfortable playingdue to Covid
concerns. While we ran a few teams close, we lost all
thechampionship round robin matches.
2021
With 36 players registering and a regrading to Div 9, the
squad began the year with wins in a number of challenge
matches. Again, the squad benefitted from new blood
with three intercounty transfers and a number of players
joining after a good few years away from the club.
Unfortunately, several players got injured early on and as
work opportunities began to open up, the squad quickly
became depleted. Covid cast a long shadow as well as
several players were ruled out at different times during
the year having caught the virus or through being close
contacts. In all of the league matches, we struggled to
get 15 players out and while everyone who played gave it
everything, we were inevitably overrun in the second half
of each game. When the championship came around,
we had been placed in Junior 3, a level that had several
teams from higher divisions. Again, struggling to field 15
for any game, we were unable to stay with the stronger
opposing teams as the games progressed. As planned
at the start of the year, the management group stepped
away when the on-field action was finished. This group will
now need a new management team for 2022.

Management would like to thank all the players for their
efforts. We look forward to 2022 with great expectations
and also with a good panel of players that will have a
great mix of young and old.
Kieran Duffy

Senior football
A new manager, Sean Dempsey, was appointed at the
start of the year. His management team consists of Gary
Jameson, Frankie Ward, Manus Breathnach, Colm Duffy
and Gerry O’Donnell. Unfortunately as a result of covid it
was well into the year before any group training sessions
could be planned. In a shortened and non competitive
league, after a slow start in the first few games the team
finally came good to earn a well deserved draw against
Ballyboden and beat Castleknock and St Judes in the final
3 games. In the championship we were in the so called
group of death with St Vincent’s, Castleknock and

Junior C Football
The continuing growth of club let to the introduction of a
fifth adult football team this year. The squad was made up
of a number of “experienced” players and lads returning
to the game after varying lengths of absence. The team
competed in AFL11 South and had great victories over
Ballyboden, Wanderers, Croi Ro Naofa and Geraldine
Morans leading to a mid table finish. In the Championship
we qualified from a tough group before exiting in the
quarter final to a strong St. Marks team. The highlights of
the season were a championship victory away to St Finians
of Newcastle and a series of spectacular wides by Eoin
Walsh on the one day he showed up.
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successful minor team forced their way into the panel,
and some onto the starting 15, to challenge some of the
more experienced personnel already there. This augurs
well for the future and both management and players are
eagerly looking forward to next season.

Kilmacud Crokes. However, despite some predictions, the
team survived the group stage to successfully retain senior
1 status. However, having beaten them in the league
and in the championship group game, the team didn’t
do themselves justice in a playoff for a quarter final spot
against Castleknock and were well beaten on the night.
Overall a frustrating end to the season but on a very
positive note a number of players from last years very
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ADULT HURLING
Senior Hurling

With a delayed start to the season the league comprised
of 5 games with tough matches versus Ballyboden, Cuala,
Kilmacud, Lucan and Faughs. We had a challenging run
in the Senior A championship losing to Craobh Chiarain,
Whitehall and Na Fianna. That left us in a relegation playoff
with Setanta which we won on a 2-19 to 2-17 score line.
We were 3 points behind with 6 minutes to go and scored
the last 5 points to run out with a win. We were delighted to
run a joint fundraiser with the BSJ All-stars during the year,
the all-stars are an inspiration for everyone in the club. We
had 3 players on the Dublin u20 hurling squad that won the
2020 Leinster championship and got to the All-Ireland final
(Ian o Heithir, Tom Aherne, Seamus Fenton) who did  the
club proud. We would like to thank the players and support

team including our Physio Brian O Rourke and cameraman
Ronan Kelly for all their efforts and commitment during the
year and the club for all the support for the team.

Intermediate Hurling
The intermediate hurlers won their first league match after
promotion and will play intermediate league again next
season. In a highly competitive Junior A championship
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group 2 teams finished on 2 points after we beat Cuala
in the 3rd round robin match but we lost out on the head
to head and ended up in a relegation playoff instead of
progressing to quarter finals. A victory in the playoff against
Faughs maintains our Junior A status for next year.

Junior Hurling
The Junior hurlers had a great year with great numbers
for training and matches with a number of new players
transferring into the club. After losing our first league match
we went on an unbeaten run of 7 matches which included
winning our 3 championship round robin matches to top
our group. We lost in the quarter-final of the championship
on a 3-16 to 1-16 score line and are already looking forward
to next season. We would like to thank the players for all
their efforts and commitment during the year.
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REPORT & FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2021
Statement of Executive Committees’ Responsibilities
The Executive Committee is required to prepare financial statements for each financial year which present fairly the
state of affairs of the Club and its income and expenditure for the year.
In preparing those financial statements, the Executive Committee is required to:
(a)

Select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently

(b)

Make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent

(c)

Prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the
Club will continue in operation

The Committee is responsible for keeping proper books of account and is also responsible for safeguarding the assets
of the Club and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
We approve the financial statements as presented.  We have made available to Regan & Co., Chartered Accountants
and Registered Auditors, all of the accounting records and information of Ballinteer St. Johns GAA Club for the year
ended 30th June 2021.
To the best of our knowledge and belief, the accounting records reflect all transactions entered into by the Club during
the year.
On behalf of the Executive Committee:
Darren Chambers
Anne Keane

Chairman
Treasurer

Address: Grange Road,
Dublin 16.
Club Trustees: Kieran Brennan, JJ Duffy, Denis Ward
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
PRO, Trish McGrath
For me, the role of the PRO is to tell the story of Ballinteer
St Johns both on and off the pitch. It encompasses
our teams, our players, our people, our volunteers, our
community, our various initiatives and activities or events,
our achievements, the running of our club, the highs and
the lows, our hopes and dreams. These and more are all
part of our story, the story of our club Ballinteer St Johns.

support and guide many communications initiatives at
Ballinteer St Johns. Despite the restrictions and uncertainty,
we have achieved a lot in the past two years, including
the launch of our new website as well as many fundraising
and sponsorship programs. We have lots of ideas for 2022,
there is quite a list! 2022 will mark the 40th anniversary of
Ballinteer St Johns. Together with the BSJ40 Committee
and many others, we look forward to writing our 2022 story,
reflecting back on the club’s story since its inception in 1982
and capturing our hopes and dreams for the future. We
have wonderful ideas to make 2022 a very special year
for our Club as we celebrate BSJ40. Ballinteer St Johns is a
special club, with a special and unique story written by all
of us together.

And what a story we have had to tell over the past two
years! We all have contributed to this story and when
scrolling back over the photos and videos on our social
media channels and on our new website over 2020 and
2021, the story has everything! We should all be very
proud of how we told our 2020 and 2021 story.
Our 2020 and 2021 journey captures our experiences
and initiatives through lockdown, our new virtual world,
creative and innovative videos, wonderful photos,
initiatives to help our community and in particular those
most vulnerable, stories about keeping our teams active,
supporting charities, our return to play, Covid protocols,
matches, live streaming, County Champions, Match build
up and match round up through our weekly newsletters,
so many achievements, highs and lows, All Ireland medals
and more. So much energy, creativity and innovation!
Memories for ever! We have our own unique story for 2021
and 2022 as we navigated our way through restrictions
and uncertainty.

I have enjoyed helping Ballinteer St Johns to capture and
tell it’s story over the past two years. I look forward to
working with you all again in 2022! Watch this space! Or
maybe I should say watch our Social Media Channels and
our Website News Blog! BSJ Abú.

SPONSORSHIP AND FUNDRAISING
Despite the uncertainty and turbulence that Covid 19 has
thrust upon us the requirement for fundraising in the club
continues unabated.
Running a club of our size now costs in excess of €350,000
per annum and as the club continues to grow, the cost of
running it grows proportionately, and we have to look to
various ways to raise the funds to cover our costs.
Registrations, Club Rental, Bingo, Lotto, Easter and Summer

Thank you to everyone for contributing to our story. Our
social media followers really enjoy seeing our updates and
news. It is really heartening to see the engagement when
we post our updates. Our story means so much to our
members and our community both near and far. Whether
it’s a photo of a rainbow at training, a team photo, an
update, or a video, they all contribute, they all help tell our
story. Thank you to all our followers for the likes, shares and
comments, it means a lot!
Thank you to everyone who has contributed to this bumper
yearbook for 2020 and 2021. It really is a great read. You
can follow the story of our teams across all our codes, from
the All Stars, through to Nursery, our juvenile teams u8-u18
and then onto adult. It is a fabulous compilation, not only
highlighting our many teams and their stories, but also
showcasing the scale of our club and the journey of our
players and teams from the very start at nursery through
to adult. There is a team for everyone at Ballinteer St
Johns, our story in this fabulous yearbook shows that. It
also highlights the many teams working off the pitch, the
hard-working committees around the club who support
our teams and the day to day running of our club, they
too are important parts of our story.
Thank you to our brilliant Communications Committee who
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Camps and the club shop would normally cover some of
these but income from these sources has been badly hit
over the last two years. The remainder of our costs have
to be raised by general fundraising, sponsorship and
advertising.
We established a Fundraising and Communications
Committee in 2019 to consolidate these areas and this
committee is responsible for agreeing and ratifying all
team sponsorship and fundraising related matters.
Fundraising is an essential part of Club activity to enable us
to meet the running costs of our teams and infrastructure
(facilities, etc.). Every team in the club should be selffinancing and appropriate fundraising should be used at
every opportunity. All sections of the club are encouraged

main Club Sponsor as we approach our 40th anniversary.
This sponsorship is a significant boost to the club and we
thank Cosgrave Developments for their generous support.
Several teams have been able to secure jersey
sponsorships using their own contacts and indeed there
are numerous opportunities to get involved on multiple
levels from sponsoring equipment to training tops and
sliotars or footballs.
We are actively looking to continue to explore other
avenues for sponsorship. If any club member is in a position
to recommend a potential sponsor they are asked to bring
it to the committee’s attention.
Finally I would like to take this opportunity to highlight what
is the single biggest fundraising opportunity for the club for
2022 – the Longitude Concerts in Marlay Park.
The return of the Longitude Festival to Ballinteer on the
first weekend in July along with the standalone concerts
in late June gives members the chance to volunteer their
time stewarding. In return the concert promoters make a
donation to the club – and each member who volunteers
their time gets a ticket for themselves for a concert of their
choice! These can make a great gift or you can go and
enjoy the concert yourself!

to proactively participate in Club fundraising activity with
a Team Finance dedicated account in place for teams
to facilitate fundraising activity for things like jerseys and
away trips.
During 2021 club members rallied behind the Lidl Ladies
Gaelic Football Association promotion and downloaded
the App in their droves. This campaign saw members
shopping in Lidl and using the App to donate points to
the club resulting in a total of €4,000 being raised towards
Ladies Football.

Full line up for Longitude has yet to be announced but to
date Guns N’ Roses and the Red Hot Chilli Peppers have
been announced as standalone gigs with one more TBA.
We have put a lot of hard work in over the past few years
in securing the opportunity to provide stewarding and
we have developed very close working relationships with
the concert organisers as well as DLRCC. This relationship
with DLRCC has contributed to the redevelopment of
Pitch 2 and we hope to continue this with further pitch
development in the coming years.
In previous years club members and their families and
friends did us proud in supporting these events and I would
appeal to all to be as generous with their time and get
involved in 2022.
Further information will be sent out to all members closer
to the time.

The annual GAA club draw usually helps to bring in some
additional funds but club members really got behind it this
year and we raised a massive €20,000 of much needed
funds for the club.
We have also established strong sponsorship partnerships
with BOI Payments and SKÖN and we are delighted to
be able to report that Cosgrave Developments have
agreed to come on board as our main club sponsor. The
relationship between BSJ and Cosgrave Developments
goes back over many years and it is fitting that they are our

Niall Joye
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REGISTRATIONS

helped alot when such situations arose.

The members of the BSJ Registrations committee are Mary
Devereux, Gillian Buckley, Michael Woulfe, Lorna Doran,
Maeve Shefflin and Kyra O’Sullivan. We are responsible
for collecting membership fees from all members and
registering players with the GAA, LGFA and Camogie
boards. Mary, Michael, Gillian and Kyra look after the Smart
Membership system and GAA registrations, Lorna, our BSJ
Camogie Secretary, looks after the Camogie registrations
and Maeve looks after the LGFA registrations
We use the Smart system to manage all members and
the SmartClubCloud to take in fees online. Thanks to all
members for their response in 2020 and 2021. This year we
had over 99% of fees paid online. We will be generating
the 2022 membership fee invoices in early January.
In 2021, the GAA, LGFA and Camogie association
introduced Foireann as their new platform replacing
Servasport, They have used this to manage return to play
and it is the platform we use to register Players, Mentors,
Committee members and full Adult membership with
the respective code as appropriate. There was a steep
learning curve involved in using this new system and we
worked with other local clubs to share knowledge.
We are now a very large club and we would ask that all:
•
Queries
•
Requests for assistance
•
Changes to family members e.g. new family
member joining, someone no longer playing, a
parent becoming a mentor
•
Changes to team information BOTH Leavers and
Additions
be submitted to registrations@bsjgaa.com. We do our best
to revert in a timely manner and it also allows us to spread
the load.
We would like to extend our thanks to Alison Emmanuel
who resigned from the committee at the end of 2020 for
all her support and hard work.

On top of training plans, teams had the huge admin
burden of the health questionnaire, contact tracing, PODS
and more to manage. It really was a big undertaking for
return to play. At Ballinteer St Johns we are were very
lucky to have so many volunteers to take on the role of
Covid Supervisor and to support teams with this new found
admin. We will be forever grateful for this support. We
know it wasn’t easy or straightforward, but it had to be
done. Our return to play was a huge team effort across all
the teams, Covid Supervisors and the Health Committee.
There was so much to communicate through the various
stages when restrictions were being eased. This was
expertly guided by the Health Committee members who
pulled various messages and guidelines together to try
and make it as easy as possible for the teams. It was full
foot to the floor, certainly in those early days.
We will be forever grateful to Dr Fionnuala Donohue, Public
Health Doctor, for volunteering her time to advise us as we
worked our way through ever changing advice on close
contacts, casual contacts, self-isolating, restricting your
movements, and so much more. There were times when
we just didn’t know what to advise to a team or individual
in a particular circumstance, but with Fionnuala’s calm
approach, pragmatism and expertise we were able to get
through it.
Everyone on the committee played a very important
role, helping us to sift through information and making
decisions. We were very lucky to have the experience
of Gillian and Fionnuala together with Darren Chambers,
Trish Mc Grath, Dermot Stevenson, Sue McDonnell, Gerry
Watchorn, Elaine Dolan and Sandra Joyce offering their
skills and advice and helping to make decisions over the
past 18 months. Without them we would have struggled to
navigate the restrictions. We had planned to evolve this
committee in 2022 to advise on other health and wellbeing
initiatives, but with the current Covid situation, they may
still be helping us navigate Covid in 2022.

HEALTH COMMITTEE

CLUB SHOP

What a couple of years! We’ve spent most of 2020 and 2021
navigating HSE, NPHET, Government & GAA guidelines,
listening to the news, reading newspaper reports, waiting
for the official GAA guidelines on what we could and could
not do! Lockdown was easy, stay at home, no training, no
matches! Return to play was so highly anticipated post
that first lockdown in 2020.   We knew we would have to
adapt our approaches; it wasn’t going to be like what it
used to be. There was a new normal. When we got the
green light for return to play in 2020, the Health Committee
was set up to help guide us. We assembled healthcare,
medical, communications, IT experts and individuals with
other important skills to help us in the weeks, months ahead
(at present 18 months later we are still working).
You would wonder how an IT expert could help a Health
Committee in a GAA Club in the middle of a Public Health
Emergency, but when the GAA’s Health Questionnaire
(Foireann) was introduced,   we were very glad to have
the expertise of Gillian Buckley. Bugs, glitches, team set
up, crashes were all early day challenges. There may well
have been tears at times! We also had great people on
our Covid Supervisor team who were quick thinking and

Our Club Shop would like to thank everyone for their
support over the past two years. It really has been so
heartening and wonderful to see so many coming through
our doors for match and training day gear and also for
gifts for birthdays, Christmas and other occasions. We are
very proud of our club colours of tangerine and black and
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Garda Vetting

we love to see so many wearing our Ballinteer St Johns
club gear at training, matches and when out and about.
Throughout the restrictions our Club Shop team adapted to
the restrictions and like so many other shops we introduced
a click and collect and a delivery service which was very
well received. Barbara and Anne did trojan work during
this time and a big thank you to them.
We have worked with our suppliers, ONeills, Balon, MFC ,
OMearas, Mycro, Walsh Hurleys and others to bring in new
ranges as much as we can. We try to have a varied range
with something for everyone! We love to hear customer
feedback on what they’d like to see in the shop and if we
can offer it, we will do our very best!

Under current legislation it is a criminal offence in Ireland
for a person acting on behalf of the GAA to commence
working with children and vulnerable adults under the age
of 18 without that person first being vetted by the National
Vetting Bureau. All mentors and any parent helping
out with team groups must be vetted. Please go to the
Welfare section of the BSJ website and follow the 3 steps.
Vetting now only lasts for 3 years.Contact any one of the
CCO’s below if you have any difficulty with this process.
(The forms of Identification i.e. Copy of passport and copy
of a household bill must be sent to the CCO before moving
on to step 2 of the process.)

During the first lockdown we refurbished the Club Shop
and created a brighter and more spacious environment
to display our offering. We think the refurb team did a
pretty good job on the design and fitting given the space
is 2m x 3m!
The shop is open Thursdays 7-8.30pm and Saturdays
10.30am - 12pm. We try to keep you updated on new
ranges, restocks or when we may close for holidays on our
social media channels.
We are looking forward to the Christmas shopping period
2021 and helping you with gift ideas! We are fully stocked
so there is plenty to choose from! No supply chain issues at
Ballinteer St Johns Club Shop thanks to our super organised
team and fantastic suppliers. It really is a great team
effort!! And then in 2022 we will be here for all your training
and match day essentials for the new season!

BSJ Club Children’s Officer’s:
Sue McDonnell                     086 321 9377                 
childrensofficer.ballinteerstjohns.dublin@gaa.ie
Emma Rickard
    086 847 2962
childrensofficer.ballinteerstjohns.dublin@gaa.ie

    

Irene Daly		
086 835 6537
childrensofficer.ballinteerstjohns.dublin@gaa.ie
Designated Liaison Person
The role of the designated Liaison person is to investigate
or validate child protection allegations or concerns within
the club using the guidelines for dealing with allegati08ons
of abuse. The BSJ Designated Liaison person is Darren
Chambers

BSJ CLUB CHILDREN’S OFFICERS
The role of the Club Children’s Officer (CCO) in Ballinteer
St. Johns Club is to establish a child and youth centered
ethos in the club and to act as a link between children/
young people, their parents and the Club.
The CCO should as far as possible ensure that all players,
coaches/mentors, parents /guardians, Referees, and
spectators adhere to the GAA code of Best Practice for
Youth Sport and Code of Behaviour. This is all part of the
‘Give Respect Get Respect campaign’ which encourages
all participants at matches to be respectful to each other.
Two signs are available inside the changing room doors
in the clubhouse and we request that these be placed
just inside the entrance of Marley Park for all matches
to remind everyone to be respectful to everyone during
matches.

Upcoming Courses
There will be several child safeguarding courses in January
2022. Dates to be confirmed towards year end
PITCHES
It’s been a busy year on the pitches front with many
activities literally on and off the field.
Off the field, we’ve embedded the new pitch booking
system, allowing mentors to review pitch availability and
book pitch slots. We also gained additional pitch space
at the GSNS, giving us additional weekend pitch options,
as well as winter training space since we added the new
lights in the summer of 21.
We also secured additional equipment, including juvenile

Child Safeguarding
The CCO should organise ‘Child Safeguarding courses’
within the Club. It is now mandatory for all Mentors to do
the Child Safeguarding Course and this must be updated
every 3 years. Due to Covid, there were only online
workshops held and very few mentors were certified due
to the lack of availability of workshops. Face to face
workshops are recommencing in the club on November
24th. The CCO should distribute copies of the Code of
Behaviour to mentors at the start of the season. The CCO
should also assist the Club when dealing with breaches of
the code of behaviour within the club.
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goals for Marlay, Broadford and Loreto, allowing us to play
circa 12 matches concurrently at any one time across
those pitches – 16 if you include GSNS. We also purchased
new nets, fixed up existing net holders and implemented
new net bags. The bags and nets are now colour coded,
meaning we should no longer have the wrong nets being
used on the wrong goals – we can only live-in hope.
The chicken coup in Loreto also got a touch up, with
the addition of a secure storage unit for nets and flags,
meaning mentors no longer need to haul this down from
the clubhouse. A great find on done deal!
In the new year we’ll also be “wheeling out” new trolleys
that will allow teams transport nets, net holders, and flags
to the pitch side, hopefully negating the need for bins.
We’ll also be installing additional lights at Broadford to
potentially allow us use this for weekday training during the
busy winter period.
The army of pitch helpers and administrators has grown
with the creation of a pitch lining group. These band of
merry men help ensure all our pitches are lined and looking
lovely for match days. We’ll be doing an recruitment drive
in the new year so watch this space and, as Johnny cash
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would say, you too can help “walk the line”.
Finally, 2022 will also see the realignment (and expansion)
of pitch 3 and Pitch 4, as well as the erecting of 2 more
fixed goals in Broadford down near the Aras – creating
another good-sized pitch. We will also be creating a new
large pitch on what was the old soccer space. More on
this in the coming weeks, but as they say, plenty of work
has been done, but there’s plenty more to do.

súil againn go mbeidh ana-chuid chúis bualadh le chéile
arís agus cúpla focal a roinnt. Má bhfuil aon iarrachtaí
Ghaeilge nó Cultúr ag teastáil uait a bheith sa chlub, téigh
i dteagmháil linn.

CULTÚR

There was no bingo in BSJ since that first lockdown in March
2020 until it returned on Monday 15th November 2021,
such a very long time for those who really enjoyed coming
to the Clubhouse every Monday for Bingo. It was great to
welcome everyone back. Well done to the team getting
everything organised given the restrictions and guidelines.

James Aherne
Bingo

COVID-19 played an obvious disruption to most efforts in
bringing us together to celebrate the Irish language and
culture over the past two years. One notable effort was
the online Seisiún Ceoil on St Patrick’s Day this past year.
In collaboration with Féile Nasc, members took part in
putting together a feast of tunes and songs to celebrate
the day together, even whilst keeping apart. The standard
and variety of talent was such that the Official St. Patrick’s
Day social media accounts promoted BSJ’s video on their
own channels throughout the day. Míle buíochas le gach
ceoltóir a ghlach páirt. With the upcoming 40th celebration
of the club, there will be plenty of opportunity to celebrate
and share “cúpla focal” together once again. If you have
any Irish Language/Culture initiatives you would like to see
in your club, please get in touch.
Rinne COVID-19 scrios ar iarrachtaí cultúr agus ceiliúradh
le dhá bhliain anuas. Ba chúis áthais áfach in iarrachtaí
an chlub le linn Lá Fhéile Phádraig i mbliana. Chas baill an
chlub, le cúnamh muintir Fhéile Nasc, poirt cheoil aoibhinn
i bhfíseáin ar an lá. Bhí an caighdeán ceoil chomh
speisialta sin, go ndearna cuntais meáin shóisialta oifigúil
Lá Fhéile Phádraig físeáin an chlub a roinnt ar na meáin i
rith an lae. Míle buíochas le gach ceoltóir a ghlach páirt.
Beidh ceiliúradh 40 bliain ag an gclub le teacht, agus tá

Did you know that Ballinteer St Johns has a
weekly lotto draw?

Did you know that Ballinteer St Johns has a
weekly lotto draw?

Each Thursday 4 winning numbers are drawn for a Jackpot prize of
anywhere between €1,000 and €10,000. Each week there are cash
prizes of 1 x €100 and 2 x €50.

Each Thursday 4 winning numbers are drawn for a Jackpot prize of
€1,000 and €10,000. Each week there are cash
Bar & Functionanywhere
Roombetweenprizes
of 1 x €100 and 2 x €50.

Tickets for the draw are only €2

Tickets for the draw are only €2
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As you might know, Ballinteer St Johns is a growing GAA club at the
heart of our community, with its epicentre in Marlay Park.
Our membership fees cover many of the costs of running a club like
ours, but there is a shortfall each year.
The Lotto is a simple way to contribute to the clubs running costs.
Any you never know, you might be lucky!
You can play on-line on Clubforce (use QR code for link) or in-person
at our Clubhouse .

www.ballinteerstjohns.com
All support is greatly appreciated.
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Code of Conduct form from the website, read and sign
it. The form should be returned to David who will organise
card access.
In early 2020, we refurbished the gym and this work and
investment in equipment together with further work and
investment planned for 2022 will ensure we have the best
facilities available to our players and teams. We thank
everyone who has helped on the gym committee over the
two years as we worked our way through the restrictions
and adapted as required to ensure we have a safe
environment for all our players. Particular thanks to David
Devereux who has been managing the gym for the club
over the past number of years.

only and limited opening hours. So far we have struggled
through & managed to open from Thursday to Sunday.
Great credit & thanks must be given to all the staff who
have worked through extremely difficult circumstances.
None of this however would be possible without the trojan
work of Emily Naughton who basically has made the whole
thing possible. Genuinely without Emily opening would not
have been possible.

EVENTS AND INITIATIVES
•

Bloody Sunday Commemorations

Ballinteer St Johns were honoured to commemorate the
100th anniversary of Bloody Sunday together with the Burke
family and to remember James Burke, a local man, and
all those who died on Bloody Sunday. In preparing for our
Bloody Sunday Commemorations, Ballinteer St. Johns had
been in touch with the family of James Burke and to help
them prepare for the 100th anniversary we tended to his
grave. While tending to his grave we learned that, sadly,
the headstone fell due to tree growth disturbing its stability.
With the agreement of the Burke family, we decided to
leave the headstone where it lies but relocate its granite
base to a prominent location associated with the Gaelic
Games that he loved. This will ensure that his memory will
live on in his community 100 years after he fell, and also
into the future. We are honoured that it was moved to
Ballinteer St Johns GAA Club. It has been engraved with
a message to commemorate Bloody Sunday and to
remember James Burke who died that day. We thank the
Burke family for this special gesture.

As we move into 2022 our bar & function room continue to
face challenges. The bar is a club facility that needs the
support of its members. Without this support we will not be
able to have a focal meeting point for club events. Please
consider our bar the next time you are meeting friends for
a drink. All it takes is for a few people to do this & we can
once again have a vibrant social meeting place.
Club Gym
With the continuing growth of the club and with all our
senior teams competing at the top level the importance
of our gym has never been greater. However, like so
many other areas during 2020 and 2021, it’s use has been
severely restricted including it being closed for a period.
Throughout Covid we have adapted and continue
to adhere to the restrictions. Use of the gym must be
prebooked with David Devereux – contact information
available on the Gym Code of conduct form.

On the morning of the 100th anniversary, at sunrise,
7.59am, the Irish, Dublin and Tipperary flags were raised at
the clubhouse.  The Irish flag was lowered by the grandson
and great grandson of James Burke at 3pm. We also lay
a wreath on his grave.
On the 101st anniversary of Bloody Sunday 21st November
2021, a memorial to James Burke was unveiled in a small
event attended by the Burke family. It was unveiled by

For anyone that does not currently have access to the
gym and would like to do so, please download the Gym
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Home delivery service in partnership with Centra Marlay
continued into Lockdown 3, with our Club Chairman,
Darren Chambers delivering shopping to those most in
need.
There was great team work with DLR, the management
and Club Together Co-Ordinator in Supervalu Ballinteer,
the management in Supervalu Churchtown and Breeda
and her wonderful team in Centra Marlay Grange and
also the team at Ballinteer Isolation Support. We had a
group who collected and delivered prescriptions for
Andrew Buckley Total Health Pharmacy on the Grange
Road. We all looked out for each other and checked in
on friends and neighbours. Little things and big things, they
all added up, they all mattered and made a difference.
Our wonderful and dedicated volunteers gave up so
much of their time throughout the pandemic to help those
most in need. There was brilliant community spirit and
togetherness. We should be very proud of how we pulled
together as a community during those very uncertain and
sometimes worrying times. Thank you to everyone who
volunteered their time and to everyone for looking out for
each other. Maith sibh.

Arthur Burke, grandson of James and Sean Burke Minor B
Hurling captain, whose great-grand Uncle fought in the
GPO in 1916.
Ballinteer St Johns are honoured to commemorate the
100th and 101st anniversaries of Bloody Sunday together
with the Burke family and to remember James Burke and
all those who died on Bloody Sunday. We are very proud
of our Bloody Sunday initiative, and we thank the Burke
family for the opportunity to honour James Burke. We are
delighted to welcome the Burke family into the Ballinteer
St Johns community.
•

Community Call / Club Together

•

It seems like so long ago now, but during those first
days and weeks of lockdown back in March 2020, the
Community of Ballinteer St Johns really stepped up. There
were so many who volunteered to do the shopping and
other chores for those most vulnerable around us. All that
they did during those difficult days, weeks and months is
very much appreciated and will be forever remembered.

Charity Fundraisers

Together we raised over €76,000 for Charities during May
2020
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•

#Run4Pieta

BSJ Run4Pieta saw individuals and teams from across
Ballinteer St Johns and our community participating in
a 24 virtual relay to raise much needed funds for Pieta.
With Marlay Darkness into Light cancelled for 2020, an
event very close to our hearts, we didn’t hesitate when
Run4Pieta was suggested. It was a truly memorable and
special 24 hours for Ballinteer St Johns and its community.
It took place 10 / 11 weeks into lockdown 1.
At that point we felt that we needed an initiative to bring us
together while still being apart and of course staying within
our 5km! It really was a galvanising 24 hours for everyone,
there was a great “virtual” buzz around it. Everyone really
enjoyed it. Our club colours were visible virtually through
the wonderful photos and videos.
Each and every team in Ballinteer St Johns participated.
We saw an incredible 2093 participants travel 13,792km.  
They raised €31,500 in donations matched by AIB Together
Fund resulting in €65k for Pieta. It was an amazing
achievement in so many ways with special memories for
always. Well Done to everyone!
•

#ToCrokerForCF

Just weeks before Run4Pieta our Senior Footballers event
#ToCrokerForCF raised over €13,800 for Cystic Fibrosis
Ireland. Between them they ran or cycled their way around
the county stadiums, from Parnell Park back to Croke Park.
It was a wonderful initiative by our Senior Footballers. Well
done to all involved!
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hardworking mentors and parents, topped off by a
beautiful sunny December day, our Nursery boys and
girls had a fun morning of games and treats. Santa took
time out from his hurling to stop off and handout selection
boxes Thank you to much to Breda and the hard working
team at Centra Marlay for kindly donating over 350
selection boxes for our nursery groups. It was really very
much appreciated by all of us.

Nursery Christmas Party
Unfortunately, our wonderful Nursery Christmas party,
a longstanding club tradition couldn’t happen in 2020.
However, thanks to the energy and creativity of our
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•

Marlay Community Games

BSJ players Seamus Fenton, Tom Aherne and Iain OHeithir
win u20 Leinster Hurling Championship 2020 with Dublin in
the delayed final, July 2021.   A wonderful achievement
by Seamus, Tom & Iain, fabulous players and brilliant role
models for all our young hurlers!

Our u10 hurlers and u12 Ladies Football Teams represented
Marlay Grange in the Community Games in August / Sept
2021.  They won their finals and each team were crowned
Dublin County Champions. They went on to represent
Dublin and both teams made it to the Leinster Semi Finals.
We are so proud of both groups and how they represented
the Marlay Grange Community and also their county.
They have wonderful memories to treasure forever! Well
done to all involved.

Orlagh Nolan and Niamh Sweeney win 2020 All Ireland with
Dublin Ladies Football Team in December 2020. They are
two very inspirational players and wonderful role models
for all our young players.
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Orlagh Nolan wins League with Dublin Ladies Football
Team in June 2021.
Orlagh Nolan tops off a fantastic season with Dublin, when
she wins a 2021 All Star Award 2021. She was named on
the 2021 Ladies Football All Star Team at Left Half Back.
What an achievement by a fabulous player and incredible
person. Orlagh is such a wonderful role model and is truly
inspirational! We are very proud of Orlagh and all that she
has achieved.
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ROLL OF HONOUR
2017
Adult Football: 		
Winners AFL 2, Winners St Vincent de Paul Cup
		Adult Camogie: 		
Senior 5 RU Championship, Senior 7 RU Championship
		Juvenile Football:
U15 Div. 1 Championship RU, U14 Div.7Feile RU, U13 Div. 2 Winners, U12 Div.3
					Winners
Juvenile Hurling:
U13 Div. 6 Winners
Juvenile Ladies Football: U13 Shield Winners, U14 Div. 2 Championship RU & Féile RU, u14 Division 6 		
					Championship Shield Winners

2018

Adult Hurling: 		
Div. 2 League Winners, Div. 5 League Winners
Minor Football: 		
Div. 4 Dublin South League Winners
Juvenile Ladies Football: U15 Div. 2 League Winners, U15 Div. 6 Championship Shield Winners, U14 Div.
					
10 Féile Winners, U13 Div. 2 Championship Winners
Juvenile Camogie:
U13 Div. 2 League Winners, U14 Div. 3 Feile Champions

2019

		

Adult Football: 		
Winners AFL 5
Adult Ladies football
Division 3 League Winners, Winners Den Haag international tournament
Juvenile Football
U16 Division 2 League Winners
Juvenile Ladies Football: U14 Division 2 League Winners, U14 Division 2 Championship Winners
Juvenile Camogie:
U14 Feile Winners, U14 Div 2 Championship Winners, u14 Div 2 League Winners

2020		
Adult Ladies Football:
Junior A Championship winners, Division 7 Championship Shield Winners
		Adult Camogie:		Senior 2 Shield Winners		
		Minor Hurling:		Minor B Championship winners
		Minor Football:		
Minor A Championship RU

2021		
Adult Ladies Football:
Adult League Division 7 winners
		Adult Camogie:		Junior 4 League winners
		Minor Football:		Minor E Championship winners
		MInor Hurling:		MInor B & Minor E Championship winners
		Juvenile Camogie:
U13 Division 2 League winners, u4 Division 6 Championship Shield winners
		
Juvenile Ladies Football: U14 Division 2 Championship Shield winners
		Juvenile Hurling:		U15 Division 3 Féile Championship winners, u13 Division 5 League winners, u16
Hurling B Championship Finalists (at time of going to press)

		

SEE WWW.BALLINTEERSTJOHNS.COM FOR ROLL OF HONOUR PRIOR TO 2017
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CATHAOIRLIGH & RÚNAITHE
CATHAOIRLIGH

RÚNAITHE

1982 - 1983
Maurice. O’ Connell
Kerry & Ballinteer Cres.

1982 – 1986
Michael Wren
Dublin & Broadford Close

1984 - 1985
Chris Grace
Kilkenny & Ballinteer Cres.

1986 - 1988
Michael Cleary
Clare & Pine Valley Ave.

1986 - 1988
Brian Goggins
Roscommon & Ballinteer Cres.

1989 - 1991
John Melly
Mayo & Pine Valley Park

1989 - 1991
Michael Wren
Dublin & Broadford Close

1992 - 1993
Derek Oman
Dublin & Broadford Drive

1992 - 1994
Laurence Giles
Antrim & Broadford Cres

1994 - 1996
Mairtin O Murchu
Galway & Pine Valley Grove

1995 – 1997
Brian Goggins
Roscommon & Ballinteer Cres.

1997 - 1999
Kieran Duffy
Mayo and Marlay

1998 – 2000
J.J. Duffy
Leitrim & Pine Valley Park

1999 - 2002
Frank Sullivan
Dublin & Broadford Walk

2001 - 2003
Tom Hayes
Tipperary & Pine Valley Drive

2003 - 2004
Sean Lane
Dublin & Broadford Rise

2004 - 2006
Gerard O Donnell
Limerick & Ballinteer Cres.

2005
Frank Sullivan
Dublin & Broadford Walk

2007 – 2009
Michael Hand
Roscommon & Dargle Valley

2006 - 2008
Annette O’Connor
Dublin & Llewellyn Way

2010 - 2012
Kieran Duffy
Mayo and Marlay Grange

2009 - 2011
Nora Tully
Cavan & Meadow Grove

2013 - 2015
Peadar O’Shea
Carlow & Wyckham Park

2012 – 2014
Eamon Hession
Mayo & Delbrook Manor

2016 - 2018
Ken Aherne
Dublin & Pine Valley

2015 - 2017
Elaine Dolan
Dublin & Eden Avenue

2019 -2021
Darren Chambers
Dublin & Marlay Grange

2018 - 2021
Gerry Watchorn
Tipperary & Weston Park
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Running towards 40: Minor player Oscar Cronin brings the ball forward under the watchful eyes of Ballinteer St Johns founders and long time supporters
L-R: Mick Wren, Maurice O’Connell, Jim Gillick, Peter Byrne, Éamonn Coleman & Johnny Monaghan

